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ABSTRACT
SELF-ASSEMBLING NETWORKS IN SOFT MATERIALS
MAY 2018
ISHAN PRASAD
B.E., THAPAR UNIVERISTY, PATIALA
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Gregory M. Grason and Professor Christian D. Santangelo
This dissertation presents a study on heterogeneous network structure in two
distinct classes of soft material systems: disordered assemblies of jammed binary
spheres and ordered morphologies of block copolymer melts. The aim is to investi-
gate the combined role of geometry and entropy in structure formation of soft matter
assemblies. First, we investigate the influence of particle size asymmetry on struc-
tural properties of jammed binary sphere mixtures. We give evidence of two distinct
classes of materials separated by a critical size ratio that marks the onset of a sharp
transition due to simultaneous jamming of a sub-component of the packing. We give
a heuristic, geometric argument to understand this transition and its impact on the
particle network connectivity. We then present a simple and efficient numerical tool to
characterize the network morphologies of block copolymers. We apply our algorithm
to extract and compare the network geometry from experimental and theoretical dou-
ble gyroid morphologies. Finally, we examine the influence of mesoscale geometry on
polymer segment orientation at much smaller length scales. We demonstrate that
vi
underlying the well-known composition profiles are generic, heterogeneous segment
orientation textures that couple strongly to the morphology. We give evidence that
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1.1 Types of networks relevant to this study. (A) Disordered nanoparticle
networks that form the active layer of bulk hetero-junction
organic photovoltaic devices. (B,C) Ordered chiral single networks
found in butterfly wing scales. Unique photonic activity of
butterfly wing scales are attributed to the presence of chiral single
gyroid networks; (D) Chiral beamsplitters based on gyroid
photonic crystals. Figures are adapted from Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . . . . . . 4
1.2 Chiral assembly of polymers made from chiral monomers. (A)
Aggregates formed from poly(styrene)-poly(isocyanide) block
copolymers. Schematics show placement of independent blocks.
Ref [6] (B) TEM tomography images of double and triple helices
formed by the self-assembly of PBMA-b-PCEMA-b-PtBA.
Schematic illustrates placement of polymer blocks in helical
arrangement. [7] (C) Chirality transfer from cylinder to helical H∗
phase (black squares) in PS-b-PDLA. TEM image and schematic
illustrates the organization of helices in hexagonal arrays [8, 9].
Figures are adapted from the references cited. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
1.3 Jamming phase diagram (adapted from Ref. [10]) and force networks
of jammed spheres in a rectangular box and clogged hopper
(adapted from ref. [11]). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
xii
1.4 Chirality transfer man-made and natural structures.(A-E) chiral
mesogen, cholesteryl benzoate (chemical structure shown in B),
organizes in cholesteric textures that show anisotropic refractive
index, or birefringence, under an optical microscope between two
cross polarizers. Three cholesteric textures shown here are (C)
blue phases, (D) twisted nematic, (E) finger-like textures; (F-K)
The metallic green beetle, Chrysina gloriosa, selectively reflects
left circularly polarized light when illuminated with unpolarized
light (F, G). The underlying cellular structure of the beetle
exoskeleton is organized primarily in a hexagonal pattern. The
patterns are structurally and optically analogous to the focal
conic domains (as seen under (H) confocal microscope, (I) AFM)
formed spontaneously on the free surface of a cholesteric liquid
crystal, chitin (J). (K) Schematic of the focal conic domain.
Figure adapted from Ref. [12] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
1.5 (Left, top) Phase diagram of equilibrium morphologies of the diblock
copolymer. (Right, top) Mean-field block copolymer phase
diagram for diblocks with weak and intermediate segregation
strength χN with varying A-block composition, f . Solid lines
represent first order phase transitions between adjacent
morphologies, circle marks a critical point where order-disorder
transition can take place via a second order phase transition.
(bottom row) Schematics of the morphologies seen in block
copolymers, with increasing A-block (red) composition : BCC
spheres (S), Hexagonal cylinders (C), Cubic double gyroid
networks(G), Lamellae (Lam). Phase diagram taken from ref. [13]
(experimental) and ref. [14] (theoretical). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
1.6 Key results of polar oSCF theory. All figures are adapted from Ref.
[15] Current understanding of chiral BCP phase diagram is
limited to two slices along (A) χN -f and (B) q¯-f . Polar oSCF
theory predicts two new mesochiral morphologies (C) H∗ and (D)
UL∗. (E) In order to thread cholesteric twist through the
structure isotropic core needs to be polarized , this necessitates a
threshold chirality to form the mesochiral domain. (F) Plot of
volume averaged cholesteric twist of chiral A segments as a
function of chiral strength shows a highly non-linear, continuous
order-order transition from C to H∗. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
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2.1 Volume fraction, Φcp, of RCP binary sphere mixtures as a function of
relative volume fraction, f , of small spheres for different radius
(large/small) ratios, α. The solid blue curve shows the prediction
of IAL model for α→∞ limit, eq. (2.1). Circles show that
maximum packing in simulated bi-dispersed mixtures for finite
size asymmetry. In (B-D), a schematic overview of the IAL model
(small/large spheres are shown as red/blue): (B) corresponds to a
point on left solid curve where small spheres are loosely packed in
the interstices of the jammed network of small spheres: (C)
corresponds to the maximally-dense random binary jammed
packing, with both small spheres closed-packed in the interstices
of the close-packed large sphere network; and (D) corresponds to
a point on right solid curve, where large spheres are “dissolved” in
the close-packed bulk of small spheres. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
2.2 Snapshots of three jammed binary sphere assemblies: nearly
monodisperse (A) α=1.4, f=0.5, N=5000, φ = 0.6458; moderately
bi-disperse (B) α = 4.0, f=0.25, N=10000, φ = 0.7532; extremely
bi-disperse (C) α = 10.0, f = 0.27, N=18000, φ = 0.8225 . . . . . . . . . . . 31
2.3 Plots showing three structural properties of binary jammed sphere
packings as a function of radius ratio, α and relative small sphere
volume composition, f . In (A) total occupied volume fraction,
Φcp, of simulated packings increases with size ratio, with filled
white circles corresponding to composition yielding maximum
packing fraction at each α, In (B), the rattler fraction of small
spheres, Rs. In (C), the contact inhomogeneity Q as defined in eq.
(2.5). Simulated points are shown as white points in the α− f
plane, and values of measured parameters are interpolated
according the color scales shown. In (D), the asymptotic approach
of maximum close packing density to IAL (solid black line) with
increasing size ratio is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35





as a function of size ratio, α (note
logarithmic color scale). (B) Plot showing divergence of rattler
fraction susceptibility with increasing size ratio α. Red curve fits
numerical data to a power law, χ∗Rs(α) = A/(αc − α)γ yielding
αc ' 5.75 and γ ' 1.78. (inset) shows dependence of maximum
susceptibility on total number of spheres in the system. . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
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2.5 (A) Snapshot showing all the spheres of a jammed configuration with
α = 6, f = 0.24. Positions of small spheres assigned to enclosing
tetrahedral (simplical) domains whose vertices are large sphere
centers. In (B), the same configuration showing only jammed
small spheres and their corresponding simplifies (face colors are
randomly assigned for visibility). (C-E) Shows the rapid evolution
of small sphere jamming at α = 6 with increasing f from (C)
f = 0.21 to (D) f = 0.23 to (E) f = 0.25, with spatially
correlated simplifies visible at intermediate fractions of jammed
small spheres. In (F) fraction of jammed interstitial volumes ρJ
and, in (G), excess jamming probability for simplices with
jammed neighbors, δρJ , both plotted as functions of small sphere
composition, and for increasing values of size asymmetry. . . . . . . . . . . 44
2.6 Schematic of the geometry underlying the “throttling criteria”, or the
critical size ratio that allows transmission of small-sphere contacts
through interstitial voids of close packed large spheres. A small
(red) sphere is considered within the interstices of the close-packed
large (blue) spheres, tetrahedral packing. Here, the small sphere
is shown slightly protruding through the volume defined by the
simplex of large sphere centers (i.e. slightly beyond the
“throttling criteria”), with faces shown as transparent white. . . . . . . . 47
2.7 The fraction of small spheres in the largest connected component of
jammed small sphere contacts, plotted as a function of f for
various size ratios. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
3.1 A unit cell of the double gyroid morphology obtained from self
consistent field theory calculation of an ABA triblock copolymer
with χN = 120, fA = 0.32. (A) represents the composite
morphology (volume data); the matrix phase (block B) is shown
in black, while the minority double gyroid domain is in pink. In
(B), only the double gyroid phase is shown, the IMDS is computed
from the isosurface at φA = 0.48 where the volume contained in
the minority domain equals the fraction of the double gyroid
forming S-domain (fS = 0.32) of the SIS triblock copolymer from
Jinnai et al. [16]. (C) shows the 1D skeletal graphs associated
with both disconnected single gyroid network domains and the
gyroid minimal surface (in pink) separating the two networks.
Translucent white jacket over each graph represents the IMDS. . . . . . 55
xv
3.2 Electron density patterns (B) on a slice plane shown in black in A
from EMT reconstruction of the SIS double gyroid morphology
(bright colored domains on PS). Comparison to the predicted
composition pattern from SCF for the triblock assembly in C,D
identifies this direction (normal to plane) as the [110] direction of
the cubic DG cell. The ideal SG graphs (i.e. srs nets) are aligned
and scaled match the intensity patterns in these plane: circular
high intensity spots correspond to the tubular domains of one SG
subnetwork passing normal to the plane; and diagonal, “zig-zag”
patterns (highlighted by the dashed green lines in B and D)
connect the struts of the other network lying in the plane. . . . . . . . . . 59
3.3 (A) The infinite srs graph after the alignment step of the
initialization process, blue cylinders and spheres represent struts
and vertices respectively; (B) the clipped initial graph that resides
within the finite domain where φ(x) is defined. Additional
boundary vertices where the infinite graph intersects the
boundary faces of the domain are shown as yellow spheres. The
exterior portions of the graph (dashed lines and light blue circles)
are then ignored. (C) Shows the clipped graph superposed on the
EMT reconstructions of the SIS triblock morphology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
3.4 Numerical computed skeletal graphs and their corresponding tubular
domains. (A,B) Double gyroid morphologies corresponding to
EMT reconstruction (above) and SCFT (below) viewed along (A)
[100] and (B) [111] directions. The networks are colored according
to the best fit srs net obtained from the vertex relaxation
procedure. (C-F) Extracted single networks with corresponding
equilibrated skeletal graphs from EMT reconstructions viewed
along (C, E) [110] and (D, F) [111]; (G,H) Similar views from
SCFT for comparison in (G) [100] and (H) [111] directions.
According to our definition of handedness, the red networks are
right handed and the blue networks are left handed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
xvi
3.5 Dihedral angle analysis to identify the handedness of each single
gyroid network. (A) A section of the single gyroid network,
obtained from ideal SCFT calculation, comprising of six nodes
connected via five struts in a ”dog-bone-like” configuration. One
such torsion angle is the angle between normal vectors nˆ1 and nˆ2
are assigned to pair of bond vectors lˆ1lˆ2 and lˆ2lˆ3 respectively. (B)
Comparison between the polar histograms of all torsion angles
associated with the skeletal graph of left (blue) and right (red)
handed networks. Radial distance marks the relative occurrence
of the dihedral angle (θ). Dark blue (dark red) line shows the
torsion angle for left (right) network obtained from SCFT for
comparison. (C) Histograms of local chirality χ2θ (relative
probability) evaluated on each edge (or strut) of numerical
computed graphs from opposing “+”/“-” SG domains. . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
3.6 Histograms of domain thickness in minority block network phases
based on three different measures. (A) A schematic of the wedge
height, Lw; (B) a schematic of the shortest distance between the
interface and the skeletal graph measured (i) from the IMDS to
the graph, Li−g and (ii) from the graph to the IMDS, Lg−i.
Histogram of Lw, Li−g, and Lg−i from (C) SCFT calculations; (D)
EMT reconstructions of ABA triblock double gyroids. . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
3.7 Comparison between domain curvature and thickness measures from
SCFT calculation. IMDS of a two-node strut showing the
colormap of (A) wedge height, Lw; (C) IMDS-to-graph distance,
Li−g, green spheres correspond to the shortest graph-to-IMDS,
Lg−i, distance on the IMDS. and are present at the shortest
distance. The lengths are in units of D. Scatter plots between (B)
Lw and Li−g and (D) Lg−i and Li−g colored by the gaussian
curvature, KD2, of the IMDS. In (B), the two measures don’t
usually agree especially near the node where the relative flattening
(lower magnitude of gaussian curvature) of the IMDS leads to the
spread in Lw almost independent of Li−g; whereas in (D), the two
measures Lg−i and Li−g agree very well. Please ignore features at
the flat faces as they are artifacts of slicing the network to show
the fundamental piece of the single gyroid; these features are not
included in the scatter plot. (E) IMDS of the two-node strut is
colored according to the gaussian curvature with green spheres
showing Lg−i; (F) extracted piece of the skeletal graph connecting
the two nodes colored by the Lg−i distance along the strut. We
see that Lg−i increases with increasing magnitude of gaussian
curvature suggesting that the chains are more stretched.
Furthermore, the twisting feather-like pattern of the Lg−i indicates
the dihedral rotation along the strut is linked to its chirality. . . . . . . . 73
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4.1 Schematics of both polar and nematic orientation order parameters.
In these schematics arrows (rods) depicting polar (nematic)
segment orientation is shown only in the A block segments . . . . . . . . . 80
4.2 Order parameter (left y-axis) and volume fraction (black curve, right
y-axis) profiles for A-block segments in f = 0.5 lamella, with
(A,B) showing SCF results (χN = 30) and (C,D) showing MD
results (χN = 80); (B,D) show the normal component of pA
(parallel component is 0), and (A,C) show normal and parallel
components of QAij. Dotted, dashed, and solid lines represent
N=100, 200, and 400, respectively . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
4.3 Peak values of normal (A) and parallel (B) components of polar and
nematic order in f = 0.5 lamella are plotted vs. χN , with SCF
results shown as curves and MD results as open symbols. . . . . . . . . . 83
4.4 (A) Peak values of normal component of nematic OP for A segments,
NQA⊥ in BCC spheres (SPH), hexagonal cylinders (CYL),
double-gyroid (DG), and lamellar (LAM) phases. Core (corona)
reflects location of A block on inner (outer) side of the AB
interface. Max./min. values along both [111] and [100] axes are
shown for DG. See section 4.3.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
4.5 (A) shows nematic profiles for A-(core) and B-(coronal) segments, left
and right panels respectively, in the CYL phase at χN = 30 and
f = 0.3. Qaxi, Qazi and Qrad, label the respective axial, azimuthal
and radial components, defined with respect to the center axis of
the cylinder with radial distance r shown in (B) inset. In (B), red
and blue ellipsoids illustrate the biaxial interfacial order for core
(A-block) and coronal (B-block) segments, respectively, where
axes dimension reflect magnitude of Qαij. In (C), peak values of
∆Q‖ ≡ Qaxi −Qazi are plotted for SCF results (solid lines) and
MD simulations (triangles) at f = 0.25 for N = 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88




]2 − 54[det(Qα)]2, as a function of composition f for
different morphologies at χN = 30. (B-D) show the 3D nematic
director field of the tubular minor domain of a DG network at
f = 0.33, in the 3-fold region highlighted in (B). (C) shows the
director profile at the interface (φ = 1/2), while (D) shows the
profile through a core section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
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4.7 Nematic order parameter profiles of minority (left panel) and
majority (right panel) domains of gyroid morphology plotted as a
function of distance from the underlying skeletal graph. Black
curves represent density profiles. Projection of nematic OP along
(A-B) [111] (blue) direction passing through centre of the node,
overlapping yellow and red curves represent order along tangential
directions and show that OP is uniaxial through the node; (C-D)
projection along [01¯1] direction passing through the centre of a
strut, profiles in C are plotted for interfacial region highlighted in
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1.1 Introduction to Soft Material Networks
In its simplest form, a network is a collection of points joined in pairs by lines.
The points are referred to as nodes or junctions and the lines as edges. These complex
weblike structures, a set of interconnected pathways which meet at junctions, are used
to describe a wide variety of physical, biological, technological, and social phenomena.
There are many systems of interest to scientists where individual components connect
to each other, and the pattern of connections determines the behavior, i.e., global
properties of the system. Nature and technology seek to make use of various properties
of these hierarchical structures, from mechanical strength and structural stability in
fibrous networks of cytoskeleton of a cell [17, 18], biological tissues [19] to actin
and polymer networks [20, 21] to connectivity for various transport applications, for
example in photovoltaics[22] and fuel cells [23], etc. Ideas spread through social
networks where human beings act as nodes and edges represent social relationships;
network science has been used to study such complex behaviors as it’s a simplified
representation that reduces the system to an abstract structure of connection patterns
and, sometimes, positions of the nodes[24, 25, 26]. Depending on the connectivity
of junctions or length of connected paths, networks may be considered ordered or
random. Both random and ordered networks are ubiquitous and arise due to different
principles of formation.
Soft materials, such as biological tissues, colloids, granular materials, liquid crys-
tals, etc., are comprised of matter that deform under thermal stresses at room tem-
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perature. These thermal fluctuations give rise to rich, complex structure at a much
larger length scale. A major thrust of research in the field of soft materials seeks
to understand the guiding principles for structure formation in soft and particulate
matter, from nano to micrometer scale, and to elucidate the relationship between
microstructure and macroscopic physical properties that arise due to various compet-
ing interactions at comparable energy scales. By understanding this behavior, one
can design materials with tailored properties for innovative technological develop-
ment. Competing energies at comparable scales often give rise to continuous network
morphologies in soft materials where the network properties provide various func-
tionalities, these are observed in nature, for example, in the wing scales of butterflies
(structural colors) [27, 28, 3], leaves (transport of minerals) [29, 30], dragonfly wings
(structural stability) [31]; and in bio-inspired materials [32] and chiral metamaterials
[33, 4]. Figure 1.1 highlights some network assemblies in soft matter that are relevant
to this work.
This dissertation primarily elucidates the combined role, and importance, of en-
tropy and geometry in the structure formation of assemblies of soft materials. A
central theme is to identify and tune parameters that govern structural properties
of self assembling networks in soft materials to design new functional morphologies.
Our models are simplistic, our questions geometric, with the intention to bring out
non-trivial behavior from minimalistic systems. In this dissertation, we focus on the
emergent structure and properties derived from manipulating the geometry, either
by size or interactions governing assembly, of the building blocks in two classes of
network forming soft matter systems:
1. Disordered Packings of Bidisperse Spheres
2. Ordered Morphologies of Block Copolymer Melts
In the first project of this dissertation, we will investigate how size asymmetry
and mixture composition influence structural properties of jammed binary sphere
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mixtures. Recently, there is growing interest in using polymer nanoparticles to fabri-
cate active layers of organic photovoltaics and other optoelectronic devices; the goal
is to control morphologies of particle assemblies that result in continuous but separate
conduction paths for electron and hole transport [22]. Using nanoparticles to form
such networks is an attractive option because it increases the surface area of contact
between unlike particles, where exciton splitting occurs, thereby increasing the power
conversion efficiency of the assembly. This study is aimed at understanding how size
asymmetry between particles dictates local geometric properties of packing and how
this local structure, in turn, influences global like-particle contact network properties.
We seek to utilize the inherent structure of seemingly random particle packings to help
develop design principles for formation of bi-continuous particle contact networks by
tuning a simple geometric parameter, the size ratio, and a statistical parameter, the
stoichiometry of each specie of the system. Furthermore, we investigate the discontin-
uous structural transition at the infinite size ratio [34, 35] where with increasing small
sphere composition, like-particle connectivity switches from small-sphere percolating
to large-sphere percolating networks at a critical value of small sphere composition.
We investigate the influence of this transition at finite size ratio of the constituent
sphere species.
The second part of the thesis is geared towards understanding the connection
between macroscopic properties self-assembled block copolymers phases and their
microstructural organization. Block polymers are a class of soft materials where
blocks of chemically distinct repeat units, that are immiscible, are covalently linked
together. Due to incompatibility between the blocks, they undergo phase separa-
tion. The strong covalent bond prevents macroscopic demixing of the blocks; instead
they microphase separate to form periodic structures at the order of the length of
each block. Block polymers are known to assemble into a rich array of periodic





Figure 1.1. Types of networks relevant to this study. (A) Disordered nanoparticle
networks that form the active layer of bulk hetero-junction organic photovoltaic de-
vices. (B,C) Ordered chiral single networks found in butterfly wing scales. Unique
photonic activity of butterfly wing scales are attributed to the presence of chiral single
gyroid networks; (D) Chiral beamsplitters based on gyroid photonic crystals. Figures
are adapted from Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
blocks [36, 37, 38, 39]. In this work, we seek to understand how local and global
features of the block polymer domains influence the polymer segment profiles, both
in terms of position and orientation of the segments. Moreover, we ask what are the
thermodynamic implications of additional segmental orientation interactions to the
mesophase structure at a much larger length scale? We aim to understand the influ-
ence of molecular chirality on self assembly of chiral block copolymers into ordered
morphologies.
It has been shown for a variety of materials that intrinsic chirality is not a pre-
requisite to realize symmetry-breaking chiral textures and morphologies. For example,
liquid crystals composed of achiral molecules can form chiral twisted phases either
to reduce surface energy [40, 41] or under confinement [42, 43]. By manipulating
the molecular architecture and chain composition of the block copolymer, researchers
have shown that achiral polymer building units can also assemble into chiral mor-




Figure 1.2. Chiral assembly of polymers made from chiral monomers. (A) Aggre-
gates formed from poly(styrene)-poly(isocyanide) block copolymers. Schematics show
placement of independent blocks. Ref [6] (B) TEM tomography images of double and
triple helices formed by the self-assembly of PBMA-b-PCEMA-b-PtBA. Schematic
illustrates placement of polymer blocks in helical arrangement. [7] (C) Chirality trans-
fer from cylinder to helical H∗ phase (black squares) in PS-b-PDLA. TEM image and
schematic illustrates the organization of helices in hexagonal arrays [8, 9]. Figures
are adapted from the references cited.
the literature1. This begs a fundamental question: what causes the spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking in self assembling block copolymers? In chapter 5, we will exam-
ine cholesteric order in chiral morphologies of achiral BCPs that provides a unique
opportunity to understand how achiral chains pack in chiral environments. Not only
would this analysis of chiral orientation textures from achiral building blocks serve
as an essential starting point to examine how inherent monomer chirality breaks this
inversion symmetry, it would also inform us about which regions of the phase space
to carry out initial investigations where inherent monomer chirality would influence,
potentially further enhance, the stability of chiral phases.
Over several decades, a lot of work, both theoretical and experimental, has gone
into characterizing block copolymer phase behavior. These studies have been largely
focused on spatially varying density profiles of flexible achiral blocks [48, 37, 49], the
1As achiral units don’t have a preference for choosing one handedness over the other, phases of
both handedness are equally likely to form and hence these systems usually form racemic mixtures.
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knowledge of influence of intrinsic molecular chirality on this phase behavior is very
limited. Recently, a new theory was developed by Zhao et al. [50, 15] that models
the chiral interactions between polymer segments as polar orientational interactions
between the segments where the orientation couples to the thermodynamics of the
system such that a favorable orientation leads to a thermodynamic energy gain that
stabilizes the morphology. Presence of inherent monomer chirality in any of the
blocks adds a thermodynamic competition to thread favorable inter-segment twist
through the chiral phase, in addition to, the phase segregation tendency of immiscible
polymer units. This competition can give rise to chiral morphologies which reflect the
molecular handedness on the mesoscale. In this chapter, we will review their polar
Orientation Self Consistent Field (polar oSCF) theory that models chiral interactions
as polar segment orientation interactions and couples them with the thermodynamics
of self assembly. This theory was used to study the mechanism of chirality transfer
from cylinder phase to a helical phase. The core focus of this dissertation is to
study the inherent chiral textures and the possibility of chirality transfer in the triply
periodic, cubic network morphologies of block copolymers.
Triply-periodic networks (TPNs), like the well-known gyroid and diamond net-
work phases, are abound in soft matter assemblies, from block copolymers (BCPs)
[51], lyotropic liquid crystals and surfactants to functional architectures in biology.
While TPNs are, in reality, volume-filling patterns of spatially-varying molecular
composition, physical and structural models most often reduce their structure to
lower-dimensional geometric objects: the 2D interfaces between chemical domains;
and the 1D skeletons that thread through inter-connected, tubular domains. These
lower-dimensional structures provide a useful basis of comparison to idealized ge-
ometries based on triply-periodic minimal, or constant-mean curvature surfaces, and
shed important light on the spatially heterogenous packing of molecular constituents
that form the networks. Here, we propose a simple, efficient and flexible method to
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extract a 1D skeleton from 3D volume composition data of self-assembled networks.
We apply this to both experimental electron microtomography reconstructions and
self-consistent field theory predictions for the double-gyroid phase of an ABA triblock
copolymer. We further demonstrate how the analysis of 1D skeleton, 2D inter-domain
surfaces, and combinations thereof, provide physical and structural insight into TPNs,
across multiple length scales. Specifically, we propose and compare simple measures
of network chirality as well as domain thickness, and analyze their spatial and sta-
tistical distributions in both ideal (theoretical) and non-ideal (experimental) double
gyroid assemblies.
Before we attempt to understand how block copolymers thread chiral segment
orientation textures to enable the formation of mesochiral morphologies, an essential
first step is to characterize the orientational textures in ordered phases of achiral
block copolymers. Segment orientations are important because polymers consist of
connected objects where each monomer has a spatial orientation, in this way, poly-
mer chains behave rather similar to connected liquid crystal molecules[52, 53]. Ad-
ditionally, phase segregation of a disordered melt into periodic ordered morphologies
breaks both continuous translational and rotational symmetries of the melt. As a
consequence, segments in the ordered melt necessarily possess orientational order.
Despite of the long history of research on block copolymer melt assembly, knowledge
of segment orientation patterns has been lacking. In chapter 4 of this dissertation, we
will demonstrate that underlying the well known composition profiles (i.e., ordered
lamella, cylinders, spheres, and networks) are generic and heterogeneous patterns of
segment orientation that couple strongly to morphology, even in the absence of spe-
cific factors that promote intra or interchain segment alignment. We will demonstrate
that block copolymer morphologies possess highly non-trivial, intradomain segment
orientation textures. We will investigate how local features, such as domain curva-
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ture, influence these patterns and how they couple to the global geometry of the
morphology.
Major goals of the second part of this dissertation are to address the following
questions:
i. How can we characterize the network chirality and packing frustration from, both
theory and experiments, of network phases of block copolymers?
ii. How are block copolymer segments oriented in the absence of explicit intra-chain
segment alignment tendencies? How does domain curvature influence segment
orientation?
iii. Does domain chirality induce chiral segment ordering to network phases of achiral
block copolymer melts? If so, how does the local cholesteric texture thread
through the network?
There are a few key concepts that will be used throughout this dissertation. I will
present them in some detail in the following sections and will conclude this chapter
with an outline for the remainder of this dissertation.
1.2 Jamming in Granular Mixtures
When a system jams, it undergoes a transition from a flowing to a rigid state, this
is known as the jamming transition. Amorphous materials such as foams, granular
mixtures, colloidal suspensions, and emulsions can jam into rigid, yet positionally
disordered states where they can withstand finite stresses. Jamming is thought of
as a paradigm for thinking about how certain fluids develop rigidity while remain-
ing inherently disordered. This important observation differentiates jamming from
crystallization [54].
A common example of such a situation is a glass where increasing the density
increases the viscosity of the fluid until it stops flowing. Other examples of materials
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Figure 1.3. Jamming phase diagram (adapted from Ref. [10]) and force networks
of jammed spheres in a rectangular box and clogged hopper (adapted from ref. [11]).
that display jamming are sand, mayonnaise, toothpaste, shaving cream, etc. which
can hold their weight and resist stress as they are so tightly packed that they can-
not move anymore, but flow when sheared externally. Liu and Nagel introduced a
jamming phase diagram [10] to discuss whether jamming behavior of disordered ma-
terials could be understood under one paradigm, focusing on three parameters that
control the jamming transition: the thermodynamic variables, density ρ and temper-
ature T, and a mechanical variable, applied shear stress Σ. The density axis relates
to mechanical or confining pressure in case of granular materials; air pressure for
toothpaste, shaving foam and osmotic pressure for mayonnaise. Jammed systems
can get unjammed by shearing, in all above cases there is a critical shear stress that
a material can sustain before it starts to flow. Change in thermal fluctuations can
also result in jamming or unjamming of the system. Although, temperature is not
an important parameter in case of granular materials where particle size is so large
that thermal fluctuations are insignificant as compared to gravitation energy and the
system is believed to be at zero temperature. Due to their size and many internal
degrees of freedom granular materials often behave inelastically and get trapped out
of equilibrium. For granular materials at zero-temperature and zero-applied stress,
jamming transition becomes well defined at ’point J ’ [10].
The simplest model to study jamming has been the highly idealized case of rigid
packing of frictionless spheres. Disordered hard sphere packings are used extensively
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to model diverse materials from molecular liquids [55, 56, 57] and glasses [58], to col-
loids [59, 60], amorphous metals [61, 62] and granular materials [63, 64]. Hard sphere
packings provide a robust geometrical framework to connect the microstucture of
a multi-particle system to its emergent physical properties such as structure, ther-
modynamics and mechanics. At sufficiently high density, equilibrium and monodis-
perse hard sphere systems crystallize, adopting face-centered cubic or hexagonal-close
packed lattice arrangements. In these crystalline states, equilibrium structure is de-
termined by the geometry of maximally-dense sphere packings in three dimensions
[65, 66]. In contrast, hard spheres systems at zero temperature (i.e. granular pack-
ings) or otherwise quenched to high-density sufficiently rapidly, avoid crystallization
and become trapped in mechanically stable, positionally disordered states, termed
jammed packings [10].
The approach to jamming has been studied from different perspectives and due
to lack of a precise description of ’random’ and ’jammed’ structures, it remains to be
a subject of debate [67, 68]. One approach [69, 70] emphasizes the study of amount
of order and degree of jamming in finite geometrical configurations of hard-sphere
packings as a “clean” and useful system to understand special point J , while the
other [71] focusses on an ensemble of states of soft spheres at the threshold of jamming
tending towards the thermodynamic limit and defines randomness by a distribution
of configurations of such states. In this study, we consider dry granular materials
where only soft, repulsive interactions are significant. Consider frictionless spheres
inside a box, where below a critical density ΦJ spheres do not touch each other and
above it they can not avoid touching and are deformed. Then, at the critical density,
spheres touch each other but do not get deformed. Hence, ΦJ represents the sharply
defined J-point and has a remarkably universal value ΦJ ≈ 0.64. It has been observed,
both numerically and experimentally, that disordered packings at this configuration
are isostatic, that is, they have the minimum number of contacts needed to ensure
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mechanical stability of the system [72], which is z = 2d, while the maximum it can
support are 12. The jamming point, J, has been associated with the onset of rigidity
percolation in the system [59].
While random packing of monodisperse spheres is by far the simplest and most
well-studied case, such models fail to address the role played by the statistics or scale
of size asymmetry between particles. Understanding the extent to which polydisper-
sity systematically modifies prediction of the monodisperse packing model remains an
open question. Mixing polydisperse particles introduces competing length scales in
the system.n We will focus on bi-disperse sphere mixtures as the simplest model to in-
corporate impact of size disparity on physical properties of jammed particle packings.
The project aims to address the following questions:
i.) How does size asymmetry in strictly bidisperse sphere packings dictate local
structure, and influence global properties, of random-close packed mixtures?
ii.) What influence does size asymmetry have on the jamming transition of distinct
species of the packing?
1.3 Chirality Transfer
The ability of a unit, usually a molecule, to impart its handedness and induce
chirality to the structure of an assembly at a much larger length scale is referred to as
chirality transfer [73]. This phenomenon, first discovered by Pasteur, is ubiquitous in
Nature, as seen in many self assembling systems [74] such as liquid crystals [73, 75],
biopolymers [76, 77, 78], lipid membranes [79], and nanoparticles [80, 81] among
others. Chirality introduces a preference for twist in molecular orientation as opposed
to its uniform alignment in achiral molecules. This preference bolsters stability of
twisted textures that preserve the handedness of molecular asymmetry, an effect that








Figure 1.4. Chirality transfer man-made and natural structures.(A-E) chiral meso-
gen, cholesteryl benzoate (chemical structure shown in B), organizes in cholesteric
textures that show anisotropic refractive index, or birefringence, under an optical mi-
croscope between two cross polarizers. Three cholesteric textures shown here are (C)
blue phases, (D) twisted nematic, (E) finger-like textures; (F-K) The metallic green
beetle, Chrysina gloriosa, selectively reflects left circularly polarized light when illu-
minated with unpolarized light (F, G). The underlying cellular structure of the beetle
exoskeleton is organized primarily in a hexagonal pattern. The patterns are struc-
turally and optically analogous to the focal conic domains (as seen under (H) confocal
microscope, (I) AFM) formed spontaneously on the free surface of a cholesteric liquid
crystal, chitin (J). (K) Schematic of the focal conic domain. Figure adapted from
Ref. [12]
by helical rotations and the degree of chirality, q0, is quantified by the helical pitch
p, q0 = 2pi/p. Although the connection between molecular chirality and ideal pitch
is considered to be highly complex [83], shorter pitch signifies higher chirality with
larger skews of molecular orientation along rotation axis.
Chiral media have been known to show unique optical properties which have cre-
ated numerous applications such as displays and lasers from chiral liquid crystals.
Nature utilizes these remarkable optical properties, as evidenced in photonically ac-
tive structures in jeweled beetles [12], butterflies [27, 28] formed due to chirality
transfer from molecules to mesoscale assemblies. Exceptional photonic properties of
chiral single gyroid networks identified in butterfly wing scales, has inspired strate-
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gies to build synthetic self assembling chiral metamaterials [84, 4, 85, 86]. In polymer
literature, the Nolte [6] group prepared block copolymers containing a poly(styrene)
tail and a charged helical poly(isocyanide) headgroup. The chirality of the macro-
molecules results in the formation of helical superstructures that have a helical sense
opposite to that of the constituent block copolymers. Ho and co-workers [87, 8]
synthesized polystyrene-block-poly-(L-lactide) (PS-PLLA), where the chiral PLLA
blocks can form a left-handed helical superstructure. Among the various phase struc-
tures, there were phases made of hexagonally packed helices. Mesochiral assemblies
of BCP melts provide a potential route towards self-assembled chiral metamaterials
[88, 84]. Recently, structural color in butterfly wings [27, 28] has been attributed to
presence of photonically active single-network gyroid phase and has attracted strate-
gies for design of chiral metamaterials [33, 4].
1.4 Chiral Block Copolymers
Polymers are macromolecules which comprise of many repeating chemical units
or monomers. A polymer with only one type of repeat unit is called a homopolymer.
Block copolymers are made up of blocks of chemically distinct repeat units which are
covalently linked together. The simplest case, AB diblock copolymer, is composed of
two sequential blocks of A-type and B-type monomers. In addition to linear chains,
they can have more elaborate architectures such as star, ring, and dendrimer among
others. Most distinct homopolymers phase separate macroscopically when left to
equilibrate. The same tendency is present for block copolymers, although presence
of a strong covalent bond between distinct units prevents macroscopic separation
and forces a compromise where block copolymers form phase separated microstruc-
tures with domain size set by chain length and relative composition. Due to this
competition between macrophase segregation tendency and chain stretching, block
copolymers self assemble into a rich array of periodic structures. Three parameters
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influence A-B diblock phase behavior: segmental interaction (Flory-Huggins) param-
eter χ, composition or volume fraction of A-block f and degree of polymerization N .
Fig. 1.5 shows a cartoon of different equilibrium morphologies and their dependence
on copolymer composition. The macromolecular nature of polymer chains allows us
to suppress atomic details and fluctuation effects. Simple, yet accurate mean-field
calculations thus become a viable option to study their equilibrium phase behav-
ior. Self Consistent Field (SCF) Theory has been the primary, standard theoretical
approach to understand self assembly of block copolymers into different phases. Af-
ter pioneering work by Helfand [89, 90, 91], numerous numerical SCF models have
been developed [49, 38, 37]. It has provided a predictive understanding of the re-
lation between constituent interactions and copolymer architecture which leads to
their self-assembly into a wide array of periodic structures. The relationship between
molecular structure and melt phase is considered to be known [36, 92, 39, 93], but
the connection between intrinsic molecular chirality and corresponding mesochiral
domains remains largely unexplored.
In this section, I will describe a generalized theory of ordering in chiral block
copolymer melts which incorporates anisotropic interactions between segments. Ori-
entational interactions are important because polymers consist of connected objects
where each monomer has a spatial orientation, additionally, phase separation in block
copolymers imposes spatially inhomogeneous patterns especially near the interface
[52, 53]. In this way, polymer chains behave rather similar to connected liquid crystal
molecules. Moreover, such a theory would be helpful to study systems where, in ad-
dition to isotropic density interactions, segments also exhibit anisotropic interactions
which can be characterized by orientational interactions. Chiral block copolymers
are a relevant physical system because chiral interactions impart twisted (cholesteric)
orientations in chiral segments. Some studies have focused on liquid crystalline na-
ture of rigid [94, 95] and semi-flexible [94, 96] polymers. To our knowledge only two
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Figure 1.5. (Left, top) Phase diagram of equilibrium morphologies of the diblock
copolymer. (Right, top) Mean-field block copolymer phase diagram for diblocks with
weak and intermediate segregation strength χN with varying A-block composition,
f . Solid lines represent first order phase transitions between adjacent morphologies,
circle marks a critical point where order-disorder transition can take place via a
second order phase transition. (bottom row) Schematics of the morphologies seen
in block copolymers, with increasing A-block (red) composition : BCC spheres (S),
Hexagonal cylinders (C), Cubic double gyroid networks(G), Lamellae (Lam). Phase
diagram taken from ref. [13] (experimental) and ref. [14] (theoretical).
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independent studies have recently been reported that [97, 98, 15] consider the ther-
modynamic competition of gradients in segment orientation with density interactions
and hence its influence on microphase segregation, which is essential to the study of
equilibrium behavior of chiral block copolymers.
Recently, Ho and coworkers [87, 8, 9] have shown that melts of polystyrene-
polylactide (PS-P(D)LA or PS-P(L)LA) form hexagonally ordered helical domains
whose handedness reflect monomer chirality. They termed this phase as H∗, where ∗
represents a mesochiral morhphology. Interestingly, both achiral cylinder (C) phase
and chiral (H∗) phase are observed depending on chiral composition. This suggests
that even in chiral BCP chirality transfer to mesophase is not direct, instead it has a
non-linear dependence on chiral composition. These experimental observations mo-
tivate the question: how do chiral chains assemble to reflect molecular handedness
and what parameters dictate stability of mesochiral morphologies? To address these
questions, Zhao et al [15] developed a model of chiral BCPs where there is a ther-
modynamic preference for twisting textures in chiral segments quantified by chiral
strength q0. Thus, their orientational Self Consistent Field (oSCF) Theory accounts
for thermodynamic coupling between chain conformations and intrinsic preference
for twist in segment orientation, determined by the director pointing along molecular
long-axis. We will first review orientational order parameters developed for liquid
crystalline systems. Then, I will briefly describe the polar oSCF theory and some its
key results.
1.4.1 Liquid Crystalline Orientational Order Parameters
A liquid crystal is an ordered fluid that is intermediate to the three-dimensionally
ordered crystal phase and the disordered liquid phase; it is often referred to as a
mesophase and its constituent molecules as mesogens [99]. Liquid crystals materials
that form this phase in the absence of a solvent are thermotropic liquid crystals, in
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such systems phase transitions are observed as a function of temperature. Other
materials that form a mesophase in the presence of a solvent, for example, lipids,
soaps, semiflexible polymers, and other surfactants, are lyotropic liquid crystals, and
undergo transitions to one or more ordered phases by increasing concentration.
Most thermotropic mesogens are rod-shaped compounds; these materials form two
main classes of liquid crystal phases, the nematic and smectic phases, in addition to
the isotropic fluid phase where both position and orientation of the mesogens are ran-
dom. The nematic phase, with lower symmetry than the high-temperature isotropic
liquid phase, is a one-dimensionally ordered fluid with molecular long axes oriented
along a vector r (the director) but the positions of molecules are still disordered. In
smectic phases, molecules are arranged in diffuse layers and show orientational and
short-range positional order within the plane of the layers, ie. they are characterized
by both broken rotational (orientation) and translational (position) symmetry.[82]
To describe orientational order, we must first define an order parameter that
distinguishes the isotropic phase from the ordered phase. The orientational properties
can be conveniently described by an orientation order parameter, two relevant order



















where ρ0 = N/V is the density of each segment, N is the number of segments per
polymer chain, V is the total volume. rˆα is a unit vector along the long axis of
molecule α at position xα, t(x) is a vector order parameter corresponding to local
average of polar segment orientation at x.
The vector order parameter, t(x), although relevant for certain physical systems
where segmental interactions are polar in nature, is insufficient for nematic molecules
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which either have a center of inversion or are equally likely to point parallel or anti-
parallel to any given direction ie. are apolar . For such systems, the order parameter
must be even in rˆα. We consider Q(x), a second rank symmetric, traceless tensor
which measures local anisotropy of segment orientation at xα, it is often called the
nematic order parameter and it well studied in the field of liquid crystals [56].
In the high-temperature isotropic liquid phase, Q(x) will yield zero when aver-
aged over all directions. But in case of an anisotropic ‘ordered’ phase, as considered
here, 〈Q(x)〉 is non-zero. The principal eigenvalue of Q(x) determines the extent of
anisotropy. If Q(x) has two degenerate eigenvalues, the anisotropy at x is uniaxial








where n is a unit vector that specifies the principal axis of Q(x). Uniaxial anisotropy
is said to be prolate (calamitic) or oblate (discotic) according to whether S is positive
or negative.
1.4.2 Review of Polar oSCF Theory
Recently, Grason and Zhao [98] developed an orientational self consistent field
theory to account for the connection between chain configuration and cholesteric twist
in segments of one block of a chiral diblock copolymer [15]. Here the thermodynamic
preference for twisting textures in chiral segments is quantified by chiral strength q0
and the coupling between chain conformations and intrinsic preference for twist in
segment orientation, determined by the director nˆ pointing along molecular long-axis.
It is the first model to probe equilibrium behavior of chiral BCP melts, I will review
their work as it will be relevant to the development of chiral nematic oSCF theory.
Polar (oSCF) theory incorporates the segment orientation interactions, in addition
to phase segregation tendency and chain stretching, in the thermodynamics of self-
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dV φA(x)φB(x)− Schain + F∗. (1.4)
Incompressibility constraint requires φA(x) + φB(x) = 1. Here ρ0 is the density of
each segment, χ is the Flory-Huggins parameter describing unlike segment density
interactions, φA(x), φB(x) represents local concentration of A and B segments at x,
the first term thus represents the mixing enthalpy of unlike segments. The scond
contribution is due to the entropic free energy cost of deviation of chain statistics
from Gaussian (random-walk) chain distribution. The third contribution unique to
this study, describes intrinsic thermodynamic preference for twisted textures in chiral
segments. The authors adopted the Landau - De Gennes orientational free energy







K1(∇ · t)2 +K1(∇× t)2 + 2q0K2t · (∇× t)
]
(1.5)





ρ0 = N/V is the density of each segment, N is the number of segments per polymer
chain, V is the total volume of the system. rˆα is a unit vector along the long axis
of molecule α at position xα, t(x) is a vector order parameter corresponding to local
average of polar segment orientation at xα. K0,K1 are Frank elastic constants that
penalize the gradients in the order parameter; q0 is an inverse length (pitch p = 2pi/q0)
that characterizes the helical phase of chiral nematics. In addition to χN and f , oSCF
theory introduces three new parameters K1, K2 and q0 which penalize deviation from
locally preferred orientation texture.
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To determine equilibrium composition, orientation and chain entropy, segmental
interactions are replaced by representative mean fields wA(x) and wB(x) capturing
concentration dependent fields acting on A and B respectively; W(x) denotes orien-
tation dependent field acting only on the chiral segments ie. A-block. Edwards [100]
suggested that polymer configuration distribution may be approximated by that of
a random walker in a potential field determined by relative monomer concentration.
To determine the statistical weights of such a Gaussian chain in a field, this mathe-
matical trick, suggested by Edwards, is employed which allows the partition function
of a chain to be related to a diffusion-like partial differential equation. Addition of
mean field density and orientational interaction alters the gaussian chain statistics
which are now described by a modified diffusion equation, where orientational fields







[a∇+ W(x)]2 q(x, s)− wA(x)q(x, s), 0 < s < f.
N
6
a2∇2q(x, s)− wB(x)q(x, s), f < s < 1.
(1.7)
where q(x, s) is a chain propagator which describes the probability of chain extending
from one end (say s = 0) to the sN-th segment located at x, a is the mean segment
size. A complimentary equation for q†(x, s) describes a similar statistical weight of
chain extending from the other end (s = 1) to the same segment at the same point.
Hence, q(x, s)q†(x, s) gives the probability of finding sN− th segment of the whole
chain constrained at point x. The single chain partition function Z is thus determined
by running over the positional constraint, given by
Z =
∫
dV q(x, s)q†(x, s) (1.8)
From q(x, s) and q†(x, s) we can determine mean density and orientation profiles of















q∇q† − q†∇q − 2a−1W(x)qq†] (1.10)
where i = A,B, subject to W (x) = ρ−10
∂F ∗[t(x)]
∂t(x)
. Mean density and orientation profiles
are then solved in a self consistent manner by altering representative fields subject to
incompressibility criteria φA(x) + φB(x) = 1.
The solution of self-consistent equations determines the equilibrium configuration
of the melt. Free energy of a self consistent field solution for given initial fields
wA(x), wB(x) and W (x) can be determined by inserting density and orientation order







dV [wA(x)φA(x) + wB(x)φB(x) + W(x) · t(x)] (1.11)
Polar oSCF theory was implemented over a narrow parameter range with weakly
segregated blocks (χN < 16) and minority chiral composition(f < 0.5) [15]. Key
results of Polar oSCF theory for chiral block copolymers can be summarized as follows:
i.) Chirality transfer from segments to mesoscale is a highly non-linear function of
composition and chirality strength
ii.) Chirality transfer occurs through coupling between segment orientation and do-
main shape
This theory predicted two new morphologies: hexagonally packed helical columns
H∗ and lamellar morphology with undulations on the surface UL∗ which exist only
above a critical segment chirality qc ≈ 3.45 and that even above this critical chiral
threshold, both chiral and achiral morphologies exist in accordance with experimental
observations [8]. They argued that mechanical cost of bending the cylinder core and






Figure 1.6. Key results of polar oSCF theory. All figures are adapted from Ref.
[15] Current understanding of chiral BCP phase diagram is limited to two slices along
(A) χN -f and (B) q¯-f . Polar oSCF theory predicts two new mesochiral morphologies
(C) H∗ and (D) UL∗. (E) In order to thread cholesteric twist through the structure
isotropic core needs to be polarized , this necessitates a threshold chirality to form
the mesochiral domain. (F) Plot of volume averaged cholesteric twist of chiral A
segments as a function of chiral strength shows a highly non-linear, continuous order-
order transition from C to H∗.
and hence set a critical chiral strength that separates achiral and chiral morphologies
through a second order phase transition.
While the polar oSCF theory is strictly valid for copolymers where anisotropic seg-
mental interactions are polar in nature, it is not a good descriptor for block copolymers
where segments exhibit nematic or rod-like character. Since, most chiral polymers
display rod-like segmental interactions, nematic theory of chiral block copolymers
should provide a better quantitative description of segment chirality. For example,
nematic order parameter may be more suitable to certain morphologies, like lamellar,
which do not have net polarity in equilibrium phase. With an inversion symmet-
ric order parameter, it is possible to thread cholesteric twist through lamellar phase
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by adopting double layer ‘peristaltic undulations’ which prevent undulations from
locking in to segmental twist.
Let’s adopt the orientational free energy contribution F ∗ from theory of chiral
nematic liquid crystals [101]. To determine the equilibrium structure of a chiral













+ ctr(Q2)− btr(Q3)+ a[tr(Q2)]2]. (1.12)
where Q(x) is the tensor order parameter as defined in eq. 1.2, K0,K1 are Frank
elastic constants that penalize the gradients in the order parameter; q0 is an inverse
length (pitch p = 2pi/q0) that characterizes the helical phase of chiral nematics; a,
b, and c determine the bulk free energy. In addition to χN and f , oSCF theory
introduces six new parameters K1, K2, q0, a, b and c which penalize deviation from
ideal segment twist and bulk nematic ordering.
The contribution of cholesteric textures to the free energy of the chiral melt can
be measured to be proportional to its chiral strength times the spatial average of the
twist K1q0(t · ∇ × t), for the polar order parameter, and K1q0(Q : ∇ ×Q), for the
nematic order parameter. Note that the sign of the spatial average twist determines
whether the chiral ordering is preferred or penalized. In chapter 5, we will use these
contributions to assess the degree of chiral segment ordering in network morphologies
and the implications of chiral strength in mesochiral network assemblies.
1.5 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is divided into five chapters organized in the
following manner:
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Chapter 2 We study the influence of bi-dispersity on structural properties of
jammed binary sphere mixtures, the basic concepts of which are summarized in section
1.2. We first describe a packing model of binary spheres having infinite size asymme-
try, the Furnas’ model, in such packings there exists a critical transition where small
spheres simultaneously jam inside large sphere voids. We seek to understand how
this critical point in the infinite asymmetry limit (IAL), influences packing structure
of finite size ratio mixtures. We ask how structural properties in jammed packings
of binary spheres evolve from smooth behavior, near monodispersity to non-analytic
behavior at the IAL. To address this question, we’ll analyze the structure of jammed
packings by introducing certain metrics. Our analysis focuses on three structural
properties: occupied volume fraction; distribution of jammed spheres; and contact
statistics between un-like spheres. Simulations reveal that at above a critical size
ratio these structural properties are very different from those at low size ratio be-
yond a special value of size asymmetry, and are reminiscent of the infinite asymmetry
case (IAL). Motivated to understand this behavior, we analyze correlations between
neighboring large sphere voids. We present a heuristic geometrical argument to un-
derstand how small sphere jamming behavior inside large sphere voids influence such
sharp features in packing structure. We also show that global connectivity of small
spheres is critically sensitive to size ratio and suggests that a type of percolation of
small-sphere connectivity occurs at large α along the sub-jamming transition line.
Chapter 3 Motivated to characterize the geometry of block copolymer network
morphologies, we present a flexible method to extract a one dimensional skeleton
from three dimensional volume composition data of self-assembled networks. We
apply this to both experimental electron microtomography reconstructions and self-
consistent field theory predictions for the double-gyroid phase of an ABA triblock
copolymer. We’ll then demonstrate that extracting these descriptors of the network
morphology provides physical and structural insight into triply periodic networks
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(TPNs), across multiple length scales. Specifically, we propose and compare simple
measures of network chirality as well as domain thickness, and analyze their spatial
and statistical distributions in both ideal (theoretical) and non-ideal (experimental)
double gyroid assemblies.
Chapter 4 We use self-consistent field (SCF) theory to analyze intra-domain seg-
ment orientation patterns in flexible BCP melts to understand i) in which directions
constituent segments orient within ordered microdomains; and ii) how alignment
varies with BCP morphology. We show that both normal and parallel segment align-
ment coexist generically within BCP microdomains, albeit in different spatial regions.
We describe the principles that control relative strengths and directionality of align-
ment in different BCP morphologies and in different subregions of a given morphology.
Perhaps most surprising, we report the generic emergence of biaxial segment order in
morphologies with anisotropically-curved interfaces.
Chapter 5 We model flexible block terpolymer chains using self-consistent field
(SCF) theory to analyze the intra-domain chiral segment orientation textures achiral
segments confined in chiral domains. We show that long range chiral confinement
induces chirality at the segmental scale. We find that subdomain chiral segment
orientation combine to form complex chiral textures. We note that affine transfor-
mations of the cubic gyroid suggest that local chiral textures prefer non-cubic unit
cells.
Chapter 6 We conclude the dissertation by reviewing key learnings and scope of
this work. We also state new and important open questions and avenues that have
come to light as a consequence of this study.
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CHAPTER 2
STRUCTURAL TRANSITION IN JAMMED
BI-DISPERSE SPHERE ASSEMBLIES
Disordered hard sphere packings are useful as models of diverse systems, from
molecular liquids [102, 56, 57] and glasses [58], to colloids [59, 103], amorphous met-
als [104] and granular materials [63, 70]. In these contexts, hard sphere packings
provide a framework for connecting the microstucture of a multi-particle system to
emergent macroscopic physical properties (e.g. structure, thermodynamics, mechan-
ics) through generic principles of sphere-packing geometry.
Physical realizations of disordered sphere packings occur in random mixtures of
athermal spheres, or otherwise when particle suspensions are quenched to high-density
sufficiently rapidly to avoid crystallization and become trapped in mechanically-
stable (i.e. “jammed”), yet positionally-disordered, random close packed (RCP)
state. While seemingly random, these jammed amorphous packings have very ro-
bust, albeit poorly understood, properties, the subject of intense scrutiny even well
before the influential works of Bernal [105]. A range of experiments and simulations
show that randomly-jammed packings of monodisperse spheres exhibit a surprisingly
well-defined volume fraction, Φmonocp ' 0.634 − 0.65, notwithstanding their evident
lack of long-range order and numerous differences in the kinetic approach to jam-
ming [106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113]. Beyond density, the distribution of inter-
sphere contacts is largely preserved at the RCP state, with frictionless particles pos-
sessing a mean number of 6 contacts [114, 115, 72, 116, 117, 70], well below the maxi-
mal 12 contacting spheres allowed in three dimensions [66, 103, 118]. Despite these ap-
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parently “universal” properties, to date the precise nature, or even existence, of a well-
defined random-close packing state is still subject of debate [119, 120, 121, 122, 116].
In this chapter, we consider the role of size asymmetry between particles in the
structure of the RCP state. Clearly, some measure of size distribution is unavoidable
for any experimental system, and understanding the extent to which polydisper-
sity modifies prediction of the monodisperse packing model remains an open ques-
tion. Beyond the inherent polydispersity of a single particle population, numer-
ous material systems and processes, from ceramic powders to nanoparticle compos-
ites [123, 124, 35, 125, 126], involve mixtures of intrinsically different particle popula-
tions of distinct (mean) radii. Unlike the RCP state of strictly monodisperse spheres,
which is a fundamentally parameter-free problem in the infinite volume limit, the
size and number ratios of constituent sphere populations introduce new parameters
that have a critical influence on the structure of a randomly-packed mixture. In this
study, we consider the case of strictly bidisperse sphere packings to understand how
the size ratio of spheres dictates the local and global structure of random-close packed
mixtures, and more specifically, the sensitivity of that structure to variation in sphere
composition.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section I, we present a model for random
packing of binary sphere at extreme size ratio and speculate its influence at finite
size ratios. In section II, we briefly summarize the numerical simulation protocol
for binary sphere mixtures and define three measures of packing structure: closed
packing density, Φcp; small-sphere rattler fraction, Rs; and contact inhomogeneity, Q,
introduced in [127] as a statistical measure of local contacts between like and unlike
spheres. In section III, we present numerical maps of Φcp, Rs and Q over the full
composition range and for α ≤ 10, and we further analyze the emergent discontinuity
of rattler fraction via finite size scaling to characterize the value of and power-law
approach to the critical end point, αc. In section IV, we present a heuristic argument
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to understand emergence of a sub-jamming transition at a finite value of α, and
further substantiate this by statistical analyses of spatial correlations among distinct
spatial regions of small-sphere jamming. We conclude with a summary and brief
discussion of open questions.
2.1 Binary Sphere Packing Model: Infinte Asymmetry Limit
Bidisperse sphere mixtures are characterized by two dimensionless ratios: the size
ratio, α = σl/σs ≥ 1 where σl, σs are large (l) and small (s) sphere diameters, re-
spectively; and relative volume fraction of small spheres, f = Vs/(Vl + Vs), where
Vi = (pi/6)Niσ
3
i is the volume occupied by Ni spheres of type i = s or l. Experi-
mental [34, 128] and simulation [61, 129, 130, 127, 131] studies show that in random,
bidisperse mixtures the volume fraction at close-packing Φcp varies with α and f .
Namely, at fixed f , Φcp generically increases with size asymmetry (as α increases or
decreases from 1). Moreover, at fixed α 6= 1, Φcp(f) is a non-monotonic function of f
with has a single maximum (> Φmonocp ) at compositions intermediate to the limiting
monodisperse extremes at f = 0 and 1. This generic behavior can be rationalized by
a simple model, introduced by Furnas in 1928 [34, 132, 125], that considers random
binary sphere packing in the extreme aspect ratio limit (α → ∞). In this Infinite
Asymmetry Limit (IAL) model, it is assumed that length scales of distinct components
are so dissimilar that the random-close packing of each component decouples in the
small- and large-f limits, shown schematically in Fig. 2.1 B-D. At low compositions
of small spheres (f < f∞) the maximum density jammed structure is limited by the
random-close packing of large spheres (occupying Φmcp ' 0.64 of volume) while small
spheres (unjammed) occupy the interstitial volume at a local volume fraction below
the monodisperse RCP limit, Φmcp (see Fig. 2.1 B). At larger small sphere compositions
(f ≥ f∞) it is not possible for small spheres to fill the interstitial volume without
locally exceeding the RCP limit, hence, both small and large spheres are jammed but
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only small spheres form continuous, jammed networks with large spheres distributed,
or “dissolved,” in the packing (see Fig. 2.1 D). The total close-packing density in IAL
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The two branches of composition dependence meet at f∞ = (1−Φmcp)/(2−Φmcp) ' 0.26
at which the small sphere population is locally close packed within interstitial volume
of a close-packed network of randomly packed larger spheres. The density reaches
a maximum limα→∞Φcp(f∞) = Φmcp + (1 − Φmcp)Φmcp ' 0.87. According to this IAL
scenario, f∞ marks a singular cusp in Φcp(f) in the limit of α→∞ (see Fig. 2.1 A),
indicating an abrupt transition in the jammed particle connectivity which we refer
to as a subjamming transition: for f < f∞, the subpopulation of small spheres are
unjammed, while for f > f∞, both sphere populations are jammed by neighbor
contacts.
Fig. 2.1 shows the IAL prediction for α → ∞ behavior in comparison to sim-
ulations for finite α (method described below). For finite α, the evolution of Φcp
with small sphere composition is apparently smooth for nearly monodispere mixtures
(α & 1), with the peak in Φcp(f) becoming apparently sharper with increasing size
asymmetry, suggesting an approach to the cusp at f∞ for α → ∞ predicted by the
IAL model. To date, previous studies of random binary sphere packings have explored
only modest degrees of asymmetry (e.g. α ≤ 4) [133, 134, 110, 135] or have not care-
fully sampled the composition axis at high size asymmetry [136, 129, 137, 138], so the
implications of a possible sub-jamming transition on the local and global structure of
random bidispersed sphere packings at large α 1 remain largely unexplored.
In this study, we investigate numerical simulations of bidisperese sphere pack-




Figure 2.1. Volume fraction, Φcp, of RCP binary sphere mixtures as a function of
relative volume fraction, f , of small spheres for different radius (large/small) ratios,
α. The solid blue curve shows the prediction of IAL model for α → ∞ limit, eq.
(2.1). Circles show that maximum packing in simulated bi-dispersed mixtures for
finite size asymmetry. In (B-D), a schematic overview of the IAL model (small/large
spheres are shown as red/blue): (B) corresponds to a point on left solid curve where
small spheres are loosely packed in the interstices of the jammed network of small
spheres: (C) corresponds to the maximally-dense random binary jammed packing,
with both small spheres closed-packed in the interstices of the close-packed large
sphere network; and (D) corresponds to a point on right solid curve, where large
spheres are “dissolved” in the close-packed bulk of small spheres.
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A B C
Figure 2.2. Snapshots of three jammed binary sphere assemblies: nearly monodis-
perse (A) α=1.4, f=0.5, N=5000, φ = 0.6458; moderately bi-disperse (B) α = 4.0,
f=0.25, N=10000, φ = 0.7532; extremely bi-disperse (C) α = 10.0, f = 0.27,
N=18000, φ = 0.8225
nearly monodisperse limit (α & 1) to the putative non-analytic behavior (marked
by a discontinuous first derivative of Φcp) at α → ∞. We envision two hypotheti-
cal scenarios that connect these limits: (i) The structure of binary mixtures evolves
smoothly and continuously with composition for all finite α, becoming strictly non-
analytic in a singular α→∞ limit; or alternatively, (ii) a subjamming transition, as
a non-analytic dependence of packing on f , extends from α→∞ down to a critical,
but finite, value of asymmetry, αc. Borrowing the language of thermodynamic phase
transitions, in (i) a true “transition” between small-sphere dilute and rich phases
exists only at α → ∞, while for (ii) a line of first-order like transitions between two
distinct “phases” of packing extends from α → ∞ to a “critical end point” at αc,
below which structure evolves continuously from f = 0 to 1.
To distinguish between these two scenarios, we perform numerical simulations
of athermal, jammed binary sphere packings over the full composition range and in
the range of asymmetries 1 ≤ α ≤ 10, and compare several measures of local and
global structure of random-close packed binary mixtures. We report evidence for
scenario (ii), with a critical value of asymmetry αc ' 5.75 above which structural
measures of packing become sharp (i.e. apparently non-analytic) functions of sphere
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composition along a line of sub-jamming transitions extending to α → ∞ and f →
f∞. Motivated to understand the appearance of abrupt transitions at finite α, we
analyze the cooperativity of small sphere jamming for small f within the disjoint
interstitial volumes between jammed (or nearly jammed) large spheres, and based on
this, construct a heuristic argument to estimate the value of αc. Overall, these results
illustrate a highly, non-trivial dependence of RCP structure on size asymmetry of
constituent elements that may have important practical implications for engineering
mesoscale structure in random particle mixtures.
2.2 Simulation and Analysis of Random-Close Packed, Bi-
nary Spheres
2.2.1 Binary Packing Protocol
We simulate random, close-packed mixtures of athermal, frictionless spheres based
on the protocol for monodisperse, jammed spheres of O’Hern et al [135]. For a given
composition f , size ratio α, and total number of particles, N , we specify the numbers,
Ns and Nl, of small and large spheres, respectively, by truncating Nl to the nearest
integer value and choosing Ns = N − Nl. For α = 1, this truncation alters the
final composition by δf = 1/N ≈ 10−4. The centers of all spheres are randomly
distributed within a three-dimensional periodic simulation box. Initially, the radii
of these particles are randomly assigned values of σs and σl, according to the fixed
values of size asymmetry, α and small-sphere composition f ,








at an initial volume fraction far below the onset of inter particle overlap (Φinit = 10
−2).
We choose an initial value of composition, f then for a fixed total number of spheres,
N , calculate nearest integer values of Ns and From this point, the density of the
distribution is increased in stepwise intervals of δΦ0 = 10
−3 by increasing all particle
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radii by (δΦ)1/3 with particle centers fixed. After each density increase, the positions
of the particles are relaxed until no particle pairs overlap. The relaxation is achieved
via forces generated by soft-repulsive potentials between particles of type i and j at





(1− r/σij)2, r ≤ σij
0, r > σij
(2.3)
where σij = (σi + σj)/2 and  is an energy scale. Overlapping particle positions are
relaxed via a quasi-Newton (L-BFGS) method, until the total energy falls below tol-
erance 10−10 at each density iteration. This process continues until a local minimum
with a non-zero energy (above this tolerance) is found, indicating non-zero overlap in
the configuration and that the packing is beyond the jamming point. From this point,
the algorithm reverts to the nearest pre-jammed configuration, and proceeds again
with a reduced density increment δΦn = δΦn−1/2, where n is the number of times the
jamming threshold is exceeded before terminating. This continues iteratively until a
state within δΦn ≤ 10−5 of an unjammed configuration is reached, a point we take to
be the onset of jamming.
Below we describe results of this algorithm for binary sphere mixtures in the range
of asymmetry 1 ≤ α ≤ 10 and for total particle numbers N ranging from 5000 for
nearly monodisperse case to 18000 for high size asymmetry (α ≥ 8). Simulations
with size ratio α ≈ 6 were carried out with N = 14000. Simulations are carried
out over the full range of 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 in coarse intervals of δf = 0.05 at low- and
high-f and at finer intervals δf = 0.002 in the range of f going from 0.2 − 0.25 to
capture the sharp evolution of jammed structure in very asymmetric mixtures and
δf = 0.1 for f ≥ 0.3 where properties of the exhibit a more gradual composition
dependence. For most points in α − f phase space, 20 independent simulations are
performed to generate statistics. Fig 2.2 A-C show snapshots of jammed binary sphere
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configurations for nearly monodisperse (α = 1.4), moderately bidisperse (α = 4.0),
and extremely bidisperse (α = 10.0) cases
Once the jammed configuration is obtained, we analyze the distribution of contacts
in the configuration, and decompose the packing into jammed and unjammed spheres,
or rattlers. Contacts are assigned with some tolerance ∆tol = 10
−7 for sphere pairs of
separation less than σij + ∆tol. In order for a sphere to be jammed, it must have no
translational degrees of freedom, that is, the sphere center lies inside a polyhedron
formed by joining centers of its contacts and the jammed sphere must have at least
four contacts not all in the same hemisphere. Our configurations are locally jammed
under the classification scheme described in Ref. [111]. If this criterion is not met,
the sphere is identified as a rattler and its contacts are removed from the network
of force supporting contacts in the packing. Each contacting sphere is checked for
rattlers and the procedure is repeated until no further rattlers can be removed from
the contacting structure.
2.2.2 Structural Analysis of Packings
We analyze each simulated packing in terms of three distinct structural properties:
global volume occupancy; distribution of load-bearing (or jammed) spheres; and the
statistics of contact between like and unlike spheres. Clearly, the ratio of occupied to
total volume, or the close-packing density, Φcp, serves as natural metric of the first
property. For the second property, we analyze the rattler fraction,
Rs ≡ Ns(rat)/Ns(tot) (2.4)
where Ni(rat) is the total number of “rattlers” (type i) removed from the contact
algorithm described above from a structure including Ni(tot) spheres. For the third
property, we adopt the analysis of Richard and coworkers [127, 133] to determine
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Figure 2.3. Plots showing three structural properties of binary jammed sphere
packings as a function of radius ratio, α and relative small sphere volume composition,
f . In (A) total occupied volume fraction, Φcp, of simulated packings increases with
size ratio, with filled white circles corresponding to composition yielding maximum
packing fraction at each α, In (B), the rattler fraction of small spheres, Rs. In (C),
the contact inhomogeneity Q as defined in eq. (2.5). Simulated points are shown as
white points in the α− f plane, and values of measured parameters are interpolated
according the color scales shown. In (D), the asymptotic approach of maximum close
packing density to IAL (solid black line) with increasing size ratio is shown.
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jammed network. We call this quantity “contact inhomogeneity,” Q, and define it
to be the excess fraction of unlike (large-small) contacts relative to a purely random
and spatially uncorrelated network of same total number of contacts with the same
numbers of contacting large and small spheres (e.g. nodes in the contact network).
All contact statistics are calculated after removal of rattlers from the jammed config-
urations. Consider a jammed network composed of nl total large sphere contacts and
ns total small sphere contacts (i.e., nl is the total number of large spheres times the
mean number of contacts per large sphere). Randomly distributing Nc = (nl + ns)/2
total inter-particle contacts among large- and small-sphere contacts, we arrive at a
probability (per contact) of unlike sphere contact of 2nsnl/(nl + ns)
2. The actual
fraction of unlike contacts in a contact structure is determined from the numbers of
large-large (ηll), small-small (ηss) and small-large (ηsl) contacts. The contact inho-
mogeneity, Q, is defined as the difference between the actual unlike contact fraction,
and the maximally-random fraction of unlike contacts that would occur in perfectly
uncorrelated like/unlike contact network,
Q ≡ ηsl




From this definition, a positive (negative) value of Q corresponds to the relative excess
(deficit) of contacts between large and small spheres, indicating some measure of
enhanced local mixing (segregation) between unlike sphere populations as compared
to a purely random distribution of inter-particle connections of the same number.
Fig. 2.3 A shows a map of the mean close packing fraction Φcp over the range of
simulated asymmetric packings, 1 ≤ α ≤ 10. As is summarized in the introduction
and Fig. 2.1, this map shows that 1) for fixed composition f , Φcp increases with
radius asymmetry, and 2) for fixed asymmetry α, close packing fraction increases
from the monodispere limits at f = 0 and 1 to a single maximum at an intermediate
composition value. The inset of Fig. 2.3 A shows the increase of the maximum-
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composition value of Φcp for increasing α, consistent with an asymptotic approach to
maximum value of 0.87 predicted by the IAL model in the α → ∞ limit. For small
to moderate α, when two species are comparable in size, density varies gradually
with increasing f . At large α, this dependence of Φcp on f becomes sharper near its
maximum, although it is not possible to resolve any evidence of discontinuity in the
slope of Φcp(f) due to the finite resolution of composition increments. Fig. 2.3 A
also shows the dependence of locus of maximal-Φcp compositions on different α. For
relatively symmetric mixtures (1 ≤ α . 5− 6), maximal-Φcp compositions shift with
increasing α to smaller compositions from the limiting f = 0.5 case of α = 1. This is
followed by a shift back towards higher f for α & 5− 6.
Fig. 2.3 B shows a map of the small-sphere rattler fraction, Rs of simulated
packings, showing generically that the fraction of unjammed small spheres increases
with size asymmetry for a given f , and for a fixed asymmetry, decreases with small
sphere composition. This behavior is consistent with the intuitive notion that with
decreasing radii, small spheres can better avoid contact in a globally jammed packing.
Not unlike the behavior of Φcp, the evolution of Rs in small-f to large-f mixtures is
gradual for modest size asymmetry, 1 ≤ α . 5 − 6. But for highly asymmetric
α & 5 − 6 the dependence of Rs on f becomes sharp and first-order like, dropping
rapidly from 1 to 0 over a vanishing composition range, coincident (or nearly so) with
the fixed-α maxima in Φcp(f) at highly asymmetric α.
Fig. 2.3 C shows the map of the contact inhomogeneity, Q, or the statistical
excess of unlike contacts between jammed particles, showing a complex behavior in
the f −α plane. At low α as well as intermediate to large-f , Q is positive, indicating
a propensity for mixing of contacts unlike size particles. At high α and low f , Q is
negative indicating a tendency for demixing between large and small contacts. As
sketched in the introduction for highly asymmetric mixtures, Q > 0 is consistent
with the “dissolution” of large sphere contacts in the predominantly small sphere
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jammed network at large f while Q < 0 is consistent with the concentration of
jammed small spheres in the interstices between large spheres for sufficiently low f .
Notably, we observe an abrupt transition between negative and positive values of Q
with increasing f for high asymmetry mixtures, again appearing for α & 5− 6, while
Q evolves smoothly with f below this value.
While the packing fraction, (small sphere) rattler fraction and contact inhomo-
geneity each exhibit qualitatively different dependencies on sphere composition f ,
taken together the behaviors mapped in Fig. 2.3 show that the evolution from small-
sphere poor to small sphere rich becomes increasingly sharp with increasing α, tending
towards a qualitatively different behavior for α & 5− 6. The coincident rapid jumps
in Rs(f) and Q(f) along the locus of maximal Φcp(f) for large α (in contrast to the
smooth evolution with f for small α) suggest an abrupt transition in the jammed
network structure for large, but finite asymmetries. This scenario is consistent with
non-analytic dependencies of structural quantities on f (i.e., discontinuities in or-
der parameters or their derivatives). To analyze the distinction between small- and








which characterizes rate at which small spheres are incorporated in the jammed par-
ticle network when the small sphere composition is increased. For simulations carried
out on a finite set of compositions f , we use the finite difference approximation
χRs ' [Rs(f + δf) − Rs(f)]/(δf). For given number of spheres N = Ns + Nl in the
simulation box, there is, from eq. (2.2), a lower limit to the composition increment
(δf)min = fN
−1
s (1− f + fα3) ∼ 1/N where simulation increments differ only by the
inclusion of ± a single small and large sphere. In practice, for the total N values
used, we carry out, across the locus of maximal Φcp in composition, increments of
(δf) = 0.05 (coarse resolution) or 0.002 (finer resolution), which places a resolution
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limit on the magnitude of discrete approximation of rattler susceptibility when it
approaches the limiting upper value (δf)−1.
In Fig 2.4A, we plot a map of the small rattler susceptibility χRs in the full
f − α plane, constructed via coarse composition increments, δf = 0.05 and finer
composition increments, δf = 0.01, for total sphere numbers N = 5000− 18000. For
small size asymmetry, the susceptibility remains of order unity, consistent with the
continuous and smooth evolution of Rs(f) with small sphere composition. In the
high asymmetry regime, α & 6, the susceptibility becomes peaked along the locus of
maximal close-packing compositions, yielding a value of order of the coarse-resolution
limit (i.e., χRs ≈ (δf)−1), consistent with a discontinuous decrease in the number of
small sphere rattlers across this line.
In order to assess how the sensitivity of packing varies with size ratio, we analyze




, as measured in finer composition
increments (δf) = 0.002 for α ≤ 8 in Fig. 2.4 B. These show the rapid growth of χ∗Rs
as α approaches ≈ 5. Beyond this point, for high size ratios (α & 6), the measured
susceptibilities show large error bars (statistical variation of χ∗ and possible leveling
off (e.g, χ∗Rs does not appear increase much from α ≈ 6 to α = 8). We attribute both
of these trends with finite-size (N) limitations of the simulations. On one hand, as
described above, finite values of N are associated to the floor value of the composition
increment, which in turn implies an upper limit for the finite difference approximation
used in the χRs(f, α) measurement. Along with this, for large α & 5 even for N ∼ 104,
simulations possess of order Nl ∼ 102 large particles, such that periodic cells are
spanned by only ≈ 5− 6 large particle diameters, and adjusting f requires changing




as a function of increasing total sphere number (N ' 103− 104) for size asymmetries
α = 3, 5, 6 and 8. For the two lower asymmetries (α = 3 and 5) we observe that
peak susceptibilities are independent of total system size, suggestive that gradients
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as a function of size ratio, α (note logarithmic color scale). (B) Plot showing diver-
gence of rattler fraction susceptibility with increasing size ratio α. Red curve fits nu-
merical data to a power law, χ∗Rs(α) = A/(αc − α)γ yielding αc ' 5.75 and γ ' 1.78.
(inset) shows dependence of maximum susceptibility on total number of spheres in
the system.
of Rs(f) remain finite in the N → ∞ limit. In contrast, for the more asymmetric
values (α = 6 and 8), χ∗Rs(α) continues to increase with N , suggestive of a first-order
like discontinuity in Rs(f) that is smeared-out at finite-N , and limN→∞ χ∗Rs(α)→∞
in high-asymmetry mixtures.
Given the finite-N dependence of these results for α & 6, we analyze χ∗Rs only
over the range α ' 3 − 5.2, where it grows very rapidly from order unity towards a
possible diverging values (before reaching the finite-N limited regime). To estimate a








|αc − α|γ , (2.7)
whose best fits yield an exponent γ = 1.852± 1.06 and critical size asymmetry ,
αc = 5.748± 0.54 (2.8)
This power law fit is shown in shown in Fig 2.4D. Given the limit range of χ∗Rs(α)
and |αc − α| achievable with finite resolution limits imposed by δf and N , we are
not in a position to strictly verify the form of the divergence (i.e., as power law vs.
other functional forms). We nevertheless take the apparent divergence in χ∗Rs(α) as
α → αc, as evidence of a finite and critical value of size asymmetry beyond which
the transformation from small-sphere poor to small-sphere rich jammed packings
will become truly singular (accompanied by discontinuities in structural measures or
their derivatives) in the N →∞ limit (e.g., the discontinuous behaviors analyzed in
Figs. 2.5 and 2.7). That is, α = αc ' 5.75 and f ' 0.214 has some hallmarks of a
critical end point of a line of first-order transitions that extends from this finite value
of size asymmetry to α→∞. We denote the location of the discontinuity in packing
structure as fsub(α), and associate the discontinuity with a sub-jamming transition
of the small spheres within the globally jammed binary packing that becomes truly
sharp (i.e., singular in the sense of non-analytic dependence of measures of structure
on f at fsub(α)) only above a critical asymmetry, α ≥ αc.
2.2.3 Cooperativity in Small Sphere Jamming
Motivated by the apparently discontinuous structural transition of jammed pack-
ings and its connection to the abrupt change in the population of small-jammed
spheres along the line f = fsub(α) for α ≥ αc, we analyze the statistics of small
sphere jamming in more detail. In particular, we focus on the spatial correlations
of small sphere jamming from the point of view that, in general, large spheres are
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jammed (i.e., not rattlers) in all globally jammed packings, but small spheres may or
may not be sufficiently confined in the binary packing to jam with a high probability.
For example, in the limit of very large α, the IAL scenario suggests that, at low f ,
small spheres rattle around in the interstices of jammed large spheres until they reach
a sufficient total number to fill those regions at close packing, at which point they
must also be jammed.
Here, we explore this scenario by decomposing space in the jammed packings
into disjoint volumes corresponding to “voids” between large spheres in the packing.
Specifically, large-sphere voids are Delaunay simplices (i.e. tetrahedra) defined by the
dual partition of the Voronoi tessellation generated by the large-sphere centers (see
Figs. 2.5 A-B). Disordered monodisperse packings are often characterized in terms
of the structure and correlations of the polytetrahedral coordination defined by this
graph [106, 139, 140]. Our analysis uses large sphere centers as sets of points to
uniquely define partitioning of space; small sphere centers fall within one of these
tetrahedral domains whose vertices are defined by large-sphere centers, hence only
a fraction of the tetrahedral volume will be accessible to small spheres due overlap
constraints with the
Based on this simplicial decomposition of the binary jammed packings, we assign
an Ising-like variable SI to each simplex I, such that SI = 0 encloses no jammed small
spheres, otherwise SI = 1 if it encloses one or more jammed small spheres. From this







where nsim is the total number large-sphere simplices. A plot of ρJ as function of
increasing small-sphere composition is shown in Fig. 2.5F for range of size asym-
metries, varying from α = 2 (nearly monodisperse) to 8 (high asymmetry). For low
asymmetry α < αc ' 5.75, ρJ increases continuously from 0 to 1 as f increases, with
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a maximum slope that grows with α, while above the critical size asymmetry, we find
an apparent discontinuous jump in ρJ at fsub(α), consistent with the sub-jamming
scenario analyzed above.
To investigate the distinction between smooth and sharp increases of ρJ with f
we analyze local correlations of small sphere sub-jamming in neighboring simplicial
domains. Specifically, we explore the question, are small spheres within interstitial
volume of large-spheres more or less likely to be jammed, if the small spheres in the
neighboring interstitial region are jammed? and if so, under which conditions? We
define δρJ to be the excess likelihood of an interstitial region to be jammed if at least
one its neighboring region is jammed. This is determined from operator NI which is
0 if SJ = 0 for all four neighbors J of I, or 1 if at SJ = 1 for at least one neighbor





− ρJ , (2.10)
where the first term is the fraction of interstices with jammed neighbors that are
themselves jammed. We plot δρJ as function of small-sphere composition, for the same
range of α in Fig 2.5G. Here we see δρJ is generically maximal at an intermediate
value of f , with a maximal peak that increases in amplitude and sharpness with
increasing α. For example, for the nearly monodisperse case of α = 2, δρJ increases
to a broad, maximal excess probability of jamming of about 0.1, while for the most
asymmetric case of α = 8, we find that δρJ only increases substantially in a narrow
range near to fsub(α = 8), but it rises to a much larger enhancement of interstitial
jamming approaching 0.5 at the maximum.
This trend indicates that small-sphere jamming in the disjoint domains defined by
large-sphere interstices becomes more cooperative as the size asymmetry, α, increases.
This observation is consistent with the fact that for small α cooperativity remains



























Figure 2.5. (A) Snapshot showing all the spheres of a jammed configuration with
α = 6, f = 0.24. Positions of small spheres assigned to enclosing tetrahedral (sim-
plical) domains whose vertices are large sphere centers. In (B), the same configu-
ration showing only jammed small spheres and their corresponding simplifies (face
colors are randomly assigned for visibility). (C-E) Shows the rapid evolution of small
sphere jamming at α = 6 with increasing f from (C) f = 0.21 to (D) f = 0.23 to
(E) f = 0.25, with spatially correlated simplifies visible at intermediate fractions of
jammed small spheres. In (F) fraction of jammed interstitial volumes ρJ and, in (G),
excess jamming probability for simplices with jammed neighbors, δρJ , both plotted
as functions of small sphere composition, and for increasing values of size asymmetry.
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small-sphere number grows, leading to the gradual rise of ρJ with f . Conversely, for
α ≥ αc cooperativity between neighboring interstices is sufficiently strongly enhanced
near the sub-jamming transition such that sub-jamming occurs in a “all or nothing”,
discontinuous fashion as f reaches fsub(α). In short, the increase of local correlations
of small sphere jamming in neighbor voids of large spheres with α is consistent with
continuous (α < αc) vs. discontinuous/first-order (α > αc) suggested by the analysis
of the previous sections. In the following section, we discuss the possible geometric
origin of cooperative subjamming behavior.
2.3 Discussion
The results described above suggest that randomly jammed packings of binary
spheres can be divided into two distinct classes. For weakly asymmetric sphere sizes
α < αc ' 5.75, structural properties (e.g., packing fraction and contact structure)
of the mixture evolve continuously with small sphere composition f . We note that
various theories have been developed to describe the variation of packing in random
binary mixtures, for this nearly monodisperse (α & 1) case (see e.g., refs. [123,
141, 142, 143]), whose predictions match well with simulations in the α < αc regime.
For example, the behavior of Φcp shown in Fig. 2.3A for α . 5 agrees well with
predictions of Santos et al. [143], who extrapolate the jamming volume fraction of
polydisperse mixtures based on the monodisperse case. However, for α & 5− 6 these
predictions systematically overestimate the Φcp in the f regime, presumably due to
the emergence of large numbers of small sphere rattlers [142]. Our results not only
confirm the existence of large populations of unjammed small spheres in the large-α
and low-f regime, but further that the evolution of the rattler population becomes
sharp, perhaps discontinuous, with increased f for large α. Hence, above this critical
asymmetry α ≥ αc, packings can be divided into two “phases” separated by a sub-
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jamming transition at f = fsub(α): a state of incomplete small-sphere jamming and
a state where both populations of spheres are nearly completely jammed.
Motivated by this evidence for sharp delineation (occurring at a finite size ratio)
between the structure of small- and large-α mixtures, here we discuss both the possible
geometric mechanisms underlying this behavior, as well as the implications for the
composition dependence of global connectivity properties of small-sphere networks in
binary mixtures.
2.3.1 Geometric Origins of Sub-Jamming Transition
The simulations in Sec. 2.2.2 argue that the scenario suggested by the IAL model
predicted on the α → ∞ limit holds for range of finite α > αc. In particular, this
scenario is predicated on the decoupling of large-large and small-small jamming in
the small-f regime, where large-spheres form a RCP network among themselves and
the loose population of small spheres are confined (largely as rattlers) to the large
sphere interstices. While this structural picture is somewhat intuitive, identifying the
specific mechanisms underlying this decoupling behavior remains a challenge, given
the non-equilibrium (and potentially protocol dependent) pathway to the randomly-
jammed state of binary spheres. That is, why, for sufficiently small f and large
α, are small spheres apparently “swept aside” into the interstitial regions between
large spheres upon compression, to the extent that large spheres jam only when they
are jammed by other large spheres? What prevents small spheres from establishing
enough large-sphere contacts to perturb large sphere jamming in this regime?
One element of this behavior can be associated with the fact that while large
spheres can in general have sufficient small-sphere contacts to be jammed by small
spheres, the converse is not in general true, as number of large spheres that can contact
a given small sphere is highly limited. This latter property can be quantified by the
generalized kissing number, zs/l(α), the maximum number of non-overlapping large
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Front view Side view
Figure 2.6. Schematic of the geometry underlying the “throttling criteria”, or the
critical size ratio that allows transmission of small-sphere contacts through interstitial
voids of close packed large spheres. A small (red) sphere is considered within the
interstices of the close-packed large (blue) spheres, tetrahedral packing. Here, the
small sphere is shown slightly protruding through the volume defined by the simplex
of large sphere centers (i.e. slightly beyond the “throttling criteria”), with faces shown
as transparent white.
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spheres that can contact a small sphere. This number is known to be related to the




, of zs/l non-overlapping discs on the surface of a sphere. Notably, the maximal
αmax(zs/l) for which the small-sphere may possess either zs/l = 4 or zs/l = 6 contacts
are known to be determined by, respectively, tetrahedral or octahedral arrangements
of large spheres around a central sphere, from which it can be shown that αmax(zs/l =
4) = 4.45 and αmax(zs/l = 6) = 2.41. Therefore, above these respective size ratios,
large sphere contacts are not able to provide the minimal number of contacts for local
jamming of small sphere in the first case, or the mean number of contacts required for
isostaticity of jammed small spheres in the second. Clearly, small spheres may also be
jammed by other small spheres or combinations of large and small sphere contacts,
but these basic geometric arguments suggest that, as α increases and the fraction
of small spheres is low (small f), there is insufficient space around small spheres for
the contacts required by small sphere jamming to be achieved large spheres alone,
consistent with the observation that small-spheres “decouple” from the jamming of
large spheres in this limit.
While the forgoing arguments are consistent with emergence of “interstitial loose-
packing” of small-spheres in the large-α, low-f regime, there remains the question,
what sets the scale of the critical asymmetry, αc? The observation of critical-end
point like behavior at αc ' 5.75 occurs at a somewhat higher value of asymmetry
than, for example, the size ratio αmax(zs/l = 4) = 4.45 above which one or more
small sphere can fit into a locally closed-packed tetrahedra of large spheres. An
alternative mechanism to set this threshold is associated with the cooperativity of
small-sphere jamming in separate disjoint interstitial volumes between jammed large
spheres, as analyzed in Sec. 2.2.3. While for α > αmax(zs/l = 4) small spheres are in
principle small enough to be unjammed between locally-dense large spheres, they are
in general not necessarily small enough that contacts between jammed small spheres
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can pass between neighboring interstitial volumes. Fig. 2.5 F-G suggests that for
α ≥ αc, the sub-jamming transition occurs cooperatively, with nearly all interstitial
volumes becoming jammed along a critical line fsub(α). Thus, a sufficient geometric
condition for this cooperative interstitial jamming is that small sphere contacts pass
from one interstitial volume to its neighbor. We estimate this “throttling criteria”
by considering size ratio where a small-sphere can protrude through the planar face
of a tetrahedrally-close packed volume defined by four contacting large spheres (see
schematic in Fig. 2.6). Based on this simplified geometry, for α > αthrot = 6 we
estimate that small spheres are able to pass contacts between neighboring interstitial
regions. Of course, in a RCP network of large spheres the simplicial volumes are at
least somewhere looser, and polydisperse, than the tetrahedral-close packed one, and
therefore, it is expect that αthrot = 6 should really be taken as an upper bound to the
size ratio at which interstitial small-sphere jamming becomes highly cooperative with
neighbor regions. Notwithstanding the limitations of this crude geometric argument,
this estimate is reasonably consistent with the value of αc ' 5.75 1 estimated from
the critical-end point like behavior observed in the small-sphere rattler population.
2.3.2 Sub-Jamming and Global Connectivity of Small Spheres
The small sphere sub-jamming transition outlined above has important implica-
tions for long-range structural correlations in binary sphere mixtures. In particular,
it suggests that global connectivity of the network of small-sphere contacts is criti-
cally sensitive to size ratio. In Figure 2.7, we analyze this in terms of the fraction,
Smax/Ns, of small spheres contained in the largest connected cluster of small sphere
contacts, which includes the Smax spheres. For α ≤ αc we find that Smax/Ns increases
smoothly from 0 to 1 over a range of small sphere composition f ≈ 0.1 − 0.4. We
1Note that the size ratio at which small spheres are able pass freely between the triangular faces
of tetrahedrally-closed packed large spheres, αpass ' 6.46 is somewhat larger than αthrot = 6.
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note that in the monodisperse limit, as α → 1, this approaches the problem of site
percolation on a RCP contact network of monodisperse spheres, a problem that has
received considerable previous study [145, 146, 147, 148, 149], motivated by conduc-
tivity studies in random mixtures of metallic and insulating particles [150, 151, 152].
These earlier studies show that at α = 1 the percolation transition is continuous
(i.e. a second-order transition, smeared out by finite-sized corrections), occurring at
a fraction of f ' 0.311 “occupied” sphere sites [146]. Our results show that as α
decreases towards 1 the maximal slope of Smax/Ns occurs around f ≈ 0.32 which is
in close agreement to the percolation threshold for conducting versus non-conducting
spheres of same size.
We find that as α approaches αc ' 5.75 from below, the transition to Smax/Ns → 1
sharpens considerably. For α > αc, the maximal slope of Smax/Ns vs. f apparently
diverges (within resolution in f increments), suggestive of a singular or discontinuous
dependence on small sphere composition across the sub-jamming transition. For
example, for α = 3, Smax/Ns rises from 0.1 to 0.9 over a composition increment
f = 0.18 − 0.35, for α = 5 and α = 6 this same jump in Smax/Ns occurs over
f = 0.195 − 0.26 and f = 0.216 − 0.23, respectively. While the statistics of the
small-sphere connectivity in random mixtures of binary spheres do not map strictly
onto a percolation transition, or at least not within the most standard formulations
of site percolation, the structural model suggested by Sec. 2.2.3 does suggest that
a type of percolation of small-sphere connectivity occurs at large α along the sub-
jamming transition line. Here,“sites” are the interstitial simplices, whose enclosed
small spheres are either jammed or unjammed at a given probability that increases
with f (Fig. 2.5F), and percolation occurs when neighboring jammed interstices form a
connected cluster that spans the system. While it remains unclear how to connect the
two percolation scenarios (site percolation in the monodisperse RCP network at α = 1
and percolation of jammed large-sphere interstices for α ≥ αc) and further, what is the
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Figure 2.7. The fraction of small spheres in the largest connected component of
jammed small sphere contacts, plotted as a function of f for various size ratios.
nature of percolation model (e.g. correlated percolation) the sub-jamming of large-
sphere interstices, it is clear from Fig. 2.7 that sub-jamming transition appearing for
α ≥ αc leads to a vastly enhanced sharpness (relative to the nearly monodisperse
case) of the transition from disconnected to globally-connected small spheres along
fsub(α).
2.4 Conclusion
In summary, we give evidence of two distinct classes of binary sphere mixtures
separated by a critical size ratio αc. For nearly size symmetric spheres (α < αc), local
and global properties evolve smoothly with small sphere composition f . Above the
critical size asymmetry (α ≥ αc), we find evidence of a sharp transition from small-
sphere poor to small-sphere rich packings, marked by an abrupt change in the fraction
of jammed small spheres largely occupying the interstitial space between jammed large
spheres along the line fsub(α). This demonstrates that the singular evolution of binary
sphere mixtures suggested by the heuristic model of Furnas at α→∞ extends down
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to a finite range of size asymmetry. We argue that the critical value of αc ∼ 5.75 is
related to the geometric criteria from small spheres to extend force contacts between
large sphere interstices. This distinction between large and small size asymmetry
mixtures have important consequences for the design and engineering of materials
composed by binary sphere mixtures, in particular, in conducting material composites
where material properties are sensitive to global connectivity of like sphere (or unlike
spheres) [150, 151, 153, 22, 154]
At present, it remains to be understood, if there is an emergence of a diver-
gent length scale (and scaling exponents) that characterize the “critical end point”
like behavior at αc, and most relevant to experimental settings, if these results are
sensitive to size polydispersity in the individual distributions of the nominally bidis-
perse mixture. On one hand, we might expect small statistical variation of small-
and large-sphere radii might tend to “smear out” otherwise sharp features of this
strictly bidisperse limit. However, there is already a significant statistical variation
of local packing geometry present in this case, and it may also be possible, that
apparently sharp features of structural transitions remain until a threshold level of
polydispersity in large- or small-sphere radii. Additionally, questions remain about
whether aspects of the apparent “decoupling” of small- and large-size elements apply
to random mixtures of other particle shapes. For example, simulations of random
rod-sphere mixtures at high aspect ratios [129, 155] show signatures of similar struc-
tural transitions with variable composition of fine and large-scale elements. Better
understanding of the universality of this transition could lead to improved structural
and transport properties in applications of granular materials.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZING THE GEOMETRY OF BLOCK
COPOLYMER GYROID NETWORKS
3.1 Introduction
Triply-periodic network assemblies, called here triply-periodic networks (TPNs) for
short, are some of the most geometrically complex ordered structures to form in soft
matter [156, 157, 51, 158]. Like the most commonly reported examples, cubic gyroid
or diamond network phases, TPNs are composed of continuously connected and inter-
penetrating nanoscale domains of alternating chemical composition. These so-called
polycontinuous architectures make TPNs attractive for a variety of functional hybrid
materials applications, including mechanically-robust ion transport media [cite], pho-
tonic crystals [159, 28, 160, 86, 161] and plasmonic [33, 162, 84, 163] metamaterials.
Despite their intricate structure, TPNs are observed in a large variety of soft mat-
ter systems – including block copolymers (BCPs) [164, 165], surfactants [166, 167,
168], and lyotropic liquid crystals [156], and biological assemblies [28, 169, 27] – im-
plying that the principles which underlie their formation are rather generic. Indeed
there is a long history that relates the thermodynamics of TPN assembly to the ge-
ometric properties of triply-periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS), and their constant
mean-curvature variants [170, 156, 171, 157, 172]. Minimal area considerations arise
naturally, due to the enthalphic cost (surface energy) of unlike domain contact, some-
times called the inter-material dividing surface (IMDS) [173]. But as TPN assemblies
are space-filling distributions of molecules, it is also not surprising that surface geom-
etry alone is not sufficient for understanding the relative stability of different TPN
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symmetries. Molecules extend from one or both sides of the IMDS, and adopt con-
figurations that fill continuous volumes – most often, the inverse tubular “channels”
if not also the negatively-curved, quasi 2D matrix that separates them – at approx-
imately constant density. This volume-filling structure leads to distinct geometric
considerations of packing frustration, or heterogeneity in local “thickness” of distinct
domains [174, 175].
While it is clear that this domain thickness must vary from place to place on the
TPN structure, and also from one TPN structure to another, a rigorous, or otherwise,
generically useful measure of domain thickness remains unclear. One approach, which
we follow in this article, is to analyze the geometry of the so-called 1D skeletal graph
that threads through the tubular domains of TPNs. The notion of the skeletal graph,
or labyrinth graph, was proposed by Schoen in his analysis of TPMS [171], though it
remains an open question if there exists a rigorous definition of a unique 1D skeleton
for a sufficiently general class of TPN structures, (i.e. those with both ideal or non-
ideal geometry). Loosely speaking, the skeletal graph is taken to be a 1D object that
traces the through geometric center of the tubular, or labyrinthine, domains of TPN,
and characterizes the gross topology of the domain interconnectivity. Heuristically,
this graph is often thought of as the focal domain, representing the set of points
where surface normals of the TPMS intersect, though it is clear the focal domain,
is in general not 1D. A similar approach [176, 177] has been to characterize the
skeleton in terms of the 1D intersections of the 2D medial surfaces (locus of centers
of maximal radii, enclosed spheres), but again, even for idealized TPMS geometries
it remains unclear when and if this object has the minimal “topological complexity”
of the graphs defined by Schoen.
In this article, we employ an alternative and intuitive definition of the skeleton
graph, as the 1D locus of maximal density points (of the enclosed chemical species)
threading through a tubular domain. As we will show, this notion of the skeletal
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A B C
Figure 3.1. A unit cell of the double gyroid morphology obtained from self consistent
field theory calculation of an ABA triblock copolymer with χN = 120, fA = 0.32. (A)
represents the composite morphology (volume data); the matrix phase (block B) is
shown in black, while the minority double gyroid domain is in pink. In (B), only the
double gyroid phase is shown, the IMDS is computed from the isosurface at φA = 0.48
where the volume contained in the minority domain equals the fraction of the double
gyroid forming S-domain (fS = 0.32) of the SIS triblock copolymer from Jinnai et
al. [16]. (C) shows the 1D skeletal graphs associated with both disconnected single
gyroid network domains and the gyroid minimal surface (in pink) separating the two
networks. Translucent white jacket over each graph represents the IMDS.
graph is well suited to the 3D volume data (e.g., local density or intensity values)
generated by both experimental characterization and theoretical prediction of TPN
assemblies. To be clear, for the present purposes, we do not intend this to be a
rigorous definition of the skeletal graph, but instead, we show that it is sufficient for
practical numerical analysis of TPN structures whose symmetries are already known
that can be applied to both ideal (theoretical) and non-ideal (experimental) TPN
assembly data. More important is that we demonstrate that in combination with the
2D IMDS, this simple numerical approximation of the 1D skeletal graph allows for
the quantitative characterization of domain thickness as well as other key geometrical
properties of the mesoscale structure of TPNs, such as local and global chirality.
In particular, we describe and demonstrate a simple method for numerically com-
puting the skeletal graph of double gyroid (DG) assembly formed in ABA triblock
copolymers. We apply this method to 3D electron micro-tomograms (EMTs) from
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experiments on polystryene-b-polyisoprene-b-polystyrene (PS-PI-PS) BCPs, as well
as self-consistent field (SCF) theory predictions for the equilibrium patterns of al-
ternating monomer composition. We then demonstrate how this numerically deter-
mined skeleton, in combination with the IMDS extracted via isosurface analysis of
minor-block composition or scattering intensity, can be used to quantify the statisti-
cal variation of DG network structure at various scales. Specifically, we propose and
apply a simple measure of the chirality of the distinct tubular sub-domains (single
gyroid networks), that derives from distribution of dihedral angles of their 1D skeletal
graphs. This method has the advantage of providing a local measure of chirality that
is easily generalizable to networks of any topology, ordered or disordered. Through
the introduction of network chirality order parameter χ2θ we show that we can un-
ambiguously and quantitively identify the distinct left- vs. right-handed chirality of
the tubular sub-domains of experimentally reconstructed DG phases. Notably, this is
possible from non-ideal reconstructions of nano structured BCP DGs, without iden-
tifying the multi-domain spirals that thread through perfectly ordered gyroids and
without resorting to adding an additional component (with high electron contrast) to
label the centers of tubular domains. Additionally, we compare several measures of
the tubular domain thickness based on the geometry of the skeleton and IMDS, and
describe how these distinct measures provide valuable insight into the well-known
“packing frustration” in the tubular domains of BCP networks. The variation of
domain thickness, even in ideal TPN structures, and its implications for thermody-
namics of assembly have been the subject of previous studies [176, 177, 169]. Our
present purpose is to demonstrate a simple method to apply geometric analysis in
this same spirit to nano structured BCP networks, and to compare the relative de-
gree of inhomogeneity intrinsic to the non-uniformity of ideal TPN structures to that
measured in experimental TPN reconstructions, where combined with the effects of
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thermal fluctuations, molecular dispersity and inevitable artifacts from the 3D recon-
struction introduce nontrivial imperfections of the extracted geometry.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2 we first describe
the methods for extracted 3D volume data for self-assembly DG structures from
ABA triblock copolymers, by EMT experiment and SCF theory. We then describe
our method to numerically compute the 1D graphs of the tubular minority domains
based on the 3D electron contrast and monomer composition data obtained from
EMT and SCF, respectively. In. Sec. 3.3. we exploit the 1D graph analysis, in
combination with the isosurface analysis of the 2D IMDS separating minor and major
domains, to analyze for both experimental and theoretical DG structures (i) the
mesoscale chirality of the constituent single gyroid domains and (ii) distinct measures
of domain thickness and its heterogeneity. We conclude with a discussion of possible
applications and extensions of this anatomical analysis of self-organized TPN soft
matter structures.
3.2 Method
3.2.1 3D volume data for BCP double gyroid
Here we briefly overview the methods to generate 3D volume data for DG assem-
blies of ABA triblock copolymers, both experimental and computational, which is
analyzed in the subsequent sections.
Experimental - 3D EMT was used to reconstruct the bicontinuous morphology
of an SIS triblock copolymer melt, as reported by Jinnai et al. [16]. In this sam-
ple, SIS chains have a number average molecular weight and polydispersity index of
8.3× 104 and 1.09, respectively, and a volume fraction of fS = 0.32 of the PS block.
Details of the 3D EMT method for reconstructing BCP morphologies are reviewed
elsewhere [178]. Briefly, the reconstruction is performed on a microtomed sample of
PS-PI-PS mounted on a tilt stage transmission electron microscope (TEM). A tilt-
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series of TEM images are obtained at 2.1nm/pixel resolution, with the sample rotated
from ±60◦ in increments of 2.5◦. Heavy atom labeling by staining the PI domain by
OsO4 leads contrast between PI and PS domains. A 3D alignment and reconstruction
algorithm converts the tilt series to 3D volume data [179, 180, 181], corresponding
to numerical reconstruction of the scalar electron scattering contrast, Ii at spatial
positions xn, reconstructed on a rectilinear grid with 250, 250 and 127 pixels in the
x, y and z (thickness) dimensions of image volume. We convert the intensity signal
to an approximation of local PS composition φEMT (xn) by assuming a simple pro-
portionality between Ii and the local density of isoprene, φEMT (x) = 1 − In/Imax,
where Imax = maxn[In] the maximum in the contrast signal. To construct the 2D
IMDS separating the PI and PS domain, isosurfaces of constant φEMT (xn) = φIMDS
are computed (using MATLAB), with the level set parameter φIMDS chosen so that
enclosed volume within region of φEMT (xn) ≤ φIMDS set to fS = 0.32. For the
geometric analysis described below, we analyze a roughly cubic sub-volume, with
dimensions [166 nm, 166 nm, 165 nm], compared to the cubic repeat of the DG struc-
ture, D ' 74 nm. The selected volume is highlighted in Fig. 3.2A, vertically centered
to avoid analysis near microtome surfaces.
Theory - The Polymer Self-Consistent Field (PSCF) code was used to generate
predictions for composition profiles of ABA triblock copolymer forming the cubic DG
phase, within the mean-field (or SCF) approximation for composition fluctuations.
Details of the PSCF method are described elsewhere [182]. Briefly, triblock chain
was modeled with fA = 0.32 volume fraction on its A end blocks. To describe the
degree of enthalpic repulsion between styrene and isoprene blocks for the molecular
weight described above, χN = 120 was chosen, where χ is the Flory-Huggins repulsion
parameter between A and B segments, and N is the total number of chain segments.
The equilibrium solution for DG was computed in the basis Ia3¯d symmetric functions




Figure 3.2. Electron density patterns (B) on a slice plane shown in black in A from
EMT reconstruction of the SIS double gyroid morphology (bright colored domains
on PS). Comparison to the predicted composition pattern from SCF for the triblock
assembly in C,D identifies this direction (normal to plane) as the [110] direction of
the cubic DG cell. The ideal SG graphs (i.e. srs nets) are aligned and scaled match
the intensity patterns in these plane: circular high intensity spots correspond to the
tubular domains of one SG subnetwork passing normal to the plane; and diagonal,
“zig-zag” patterns (highlighted by the dashed green lines in B and D) connect the
struts of the other network lying in the plane.
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3.56 N1/2a where a is the statistical segment length. From this mean-field solution
we extracted 3D volume data for the local composition of the minority, A block,
φSCF (x), within the 3D cubic repeat cell of the DG. Similar to above, the IMDS
is computed from isosurfaces of φSCF (x) = 0.48, which we check enclosed 32% of
the total volume. The 3D density distribution and corresponding IMDS isosurfaces
for the SCF predictions for a unit cell of the DG are shown in Fig. 3.1 A and B,
respectively. The gyroid minimal surface (in pink) separating the network domains
and their skeletal graphs are shown in Fig. 3.1C. Below, we analyze a volume of
[2 D, 2 D, 2 D], where excess volume is used to minimize influence of the boundaries
of 3D volume.
3.2.2 Skeletal graph extraction
Here, we describe our simple method to numerically compute the 1D skeletal
graphs corresponding to the two tubular minor domains of the DG (i.e., the PS,
or A-block domains) from the entire 3D volume data φ(x), a continuously variable
scalar intensity at x (not to be confused with binary data). The objective of the
analysis is to determine spatial positions of graph vertices such that mean value of
φ(x) along the 1D graph, Φ, is maximal. Here, we seek only a local maximum of Φ,
considering networks with a fixed topology corresponding to the ideal skeletal graphs
of the gyroid, that is, the two enantiomeric {10, 3}, cubic srs nets, where in each
vertex, or “node”, is 3-coordinated [183]. Defining position of i-th vertex as vi, the







where 〈ij〉 indicate edges, or “struts”, of the graph passing from i to j, and ∫ j
i
ds(·)




ds. Because the DG possesses two disjoint tubular, 3-fold minor domains, of
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opposite chirality, the procedure described below is performed twice to compute the
“left-” and “right-handed” graphs independently. Here, Φ is computed by numerical
integration of interpolated values of φ(x) along graph edges.
Initial skeletal graph
We construct an initial graph corresponding to the one of the two enantiomeric
{10, 3} srs nets, each possessing the I4132 symmetry. For a cubic repeat of distance


















































) [184, 185, 186]. The opposite “-” graph is generated by inverting this






), or v− = −v+ + (D,D,D). Edges of each




To determine a local fit of the graph within one of the two tubular minor domains
(with appropriate chirality), the srs graph is aligned to an identifiable symmetry axis
of the DG volume data. This allows for global adjustment of the graph scale (D) to
match the periodicity of the DG structure. For example, graphs in both EMT and
SCF structures were aligned to a [110] direction of the cubic cell. The 2D density
cuts normal to this direction for both experimental and theoretical DG structures are
shown in Fig 3.2. From this perspective the graph can be aligned with the density
pattern by scaling, translating and rotating (around the [110] direction) to register the
edges of the graph normal to this plane with the quasi-hexagonal pattern of circular,
high density “spots”, interspersed between diagonal, “zig-zag” contours (belonging to
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the opposing tubular domain). Following an initial alignment and scaling adjustment
by visually superposing the graph of 2D density cuts, the value of Φ (computed for
the section of the graph enclosed in the 3D data volume) is numerically optimized
over rigid rotations, translations and affine scaling of D, leading a slight increase in
the preconditioned value of the average density. At this stage, the chirality of the 1D
skeleton is estimated from the apparent overlap of the prealigned srs graph with high-
density contours in the volume data at variable cuts along the symmetry axis. This
preliminary assignment of chirality is verified later by comparison to fits of opposing
graph to the same tubular sub-domain. Subsequent analysis of the opposite tubular
domain proceed in the same way, only with the initial graph prealigment performed
at 2D cut offset by D/4 along the normal, such that quasi-hexagonal spots correspond
to tubular “struts” of the this second domain.
Graph clipping and vertex relaxation
While the φ(x) data is defined only over finite volume, the preconditioned gyroid
graph is taken to extend over much larger spatial region, and extends beyond these
nearly cuboidal volumes, denoted as V . To further relax the graph geometry, beyond
the ideal srs geometry of the preconditioned graph, regions of the graph outside of
V are “clipped” as follows. Exterior vertices vi 6∈ V are removed from the graph,
and graph edges that protrude a boundary of V are truncated, by defining new vertex
positions at the planar faces V which connect to adjoining interior vertex (see Fig. 3.3).
At this point the positions of graph vertices (interior and boundary) are relaxed in
order to optimize φ, with boundary vertices constrained to lie on the 2D plane of
their respective faces of V . We use, fmincon, the constrained minimizer in MATLAB
to optimize the vertex positions, to tolerance corresponding to vertex displacements
smaller than 10−4 times the cell edge. For the SCF data sets, the relaxation achieves a




Figure 3.3. (A) The infinite srs graph after the alignment step of the initialization
process, blue cylinders and spheres represent struts and vertices respectively; (B)
the clipped initial graph that resides within the finite domain where φ(x) is defined.
Additional boundary vertices where the infinite graph intersects the boundary faces of
the domain are shown as yellow spheres. The exterior portions of the graph (dashed
lines and light blue circles) are then ignored. (C) Shows the clipped graph superposed
on the EMT reconstructions of the SIS triblock morphology.
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is use to fit the tubular domain. For comparison, local optimum of EMT, where
electron contrast φEMT (x) is far more diffuse than that ideal segregation predicted
by SCF, reaches a maximal mean density, Φ ' 0.68.
The results of the skeletal graph computations for both “+” and “-” SG tubular
domains from SCF predictions and experimental EMT reconstructions domain con-
trast from triblock DG assembly are shown in Fig. 3.4. While skeletons of EMT data
are clearly deformed from the ideal srs geometry, the gross symmetry of SG network
is clearly visible along when viewed along the high symmetry directions (e.g. 〈110〉
and 〈111〉).
3.3 Results & Discussion
Here we use the numerically determined skeletal graphs and IMDS, shown in Fig.
3.4, to analyze the mesoscale domain geometry of tubular (minor) domains of the DG
assembly. Specifically, we illustrate how these 1D and 2D geometrical abstractions
can be used to quantify i) the chirality of constituent gyroid tubular domains and ii)
distinct measures of the tubular domain thickness.
3.3.1 Network chirality: dihedral geometry
Among the most commonly observed TPN structures, gyroid assemblies have the
unique property of structural chirality. Each of the single gyroid (SG) sub-graphs
is chiral, while the arrangement of opposite chirality SG networks restores inversion
symmetry to the cubic DG network. Attempts to define or measure the chirality, or
instead the “handedness”, from SG assemblies vary. One standard approach focusses
on helical spirals traced out along the skeletal graph along various symmetry directions
[3, 160]. For example, when viewed along a 〈100〉, the “larger holes” sit at the
center of the quasi-helical spirals, representing at 8 graph edges per turn. These








Figure 3.4. Numerical computed skeletal graphs and their corresponding tubular
domains. (A,B) Double gyroid morphologies corresponding to EMT reconstruction
(above) and SCFT (below) viewed along (A) [100] and (B) [111] directions. The net-
works are colored according to the best fit srs net obtained from the vertex relaxation
procedure. (C-F) Extracted single networks with corresponding equilibrated skeletal
graphs from EMT reconstructions viewed along (C, E) [110] and (D, F) [111]; (G,H)
Similar views from SCFT for comparison in (G) [100] and (H) [111] directions. Ac-
cording to our definition of handedness, the red networks are right handed and the
blue networks are left handed.
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of SGs formed in butterfly wings [3, 28], although in this study the definition of
“handedness” in fact derives from different families of screws that thread the SG
with opposite handedness, specifically, the smaller 41 or 31 screws along 〈100〉 and
〈111〉 directions, respectively. The reliance of these chirality measures on somewhat
arbitrary screw paths in the graph, limits the ability to apply the same measure of
chirality to networks beyond the perfect gyroid symmetry. More that this, it provides
no information about the degree of chirality or its statistical variation.
Here, we propose a simple analysis of the network chirality based on the distribu-
tion of the dihedral angles between adjacent edges in the graph. For the ideal gyroid
skeleton, this geometry is easy to visualize in terms of the planar 3-fold junctions.
As shown in Fig. 3.5A, the normals to planes, nˆαβ and nˆβγ, on adjacent junctions
(vertices) are rotated by ±70.5◦, or ∓109.5◦. Here, sign of the dihedral, θβ, is de-
termined by the right-handed rotation of normals passing along the connecting edge
(e.g., in the direction of rˆβ in Fig. 3.5A). From the sign of θβ (modulo 180
◦), we
therefore assign positive (negative) rotation angles as right-handed (left-handed) di-
hedrals. This definition has the key advantages that (a) it defines chirality at the
smallest possible scale of the skeletal graph, the two-node strut, and (b) it can be
applied to any 1D graph, independent of symmetry or long-range order, to assess the
spatial and statistical variation of chirality in the structure.
To apply this analysis to realistic networks, where geometry of vertices is not
necessarily planar, we define a dihedral angle for every three consecutive graph edges,
with directions labeled by rˆα, rˆβ and rˆγ, and corresponding normals, nˆαβ = (rˆα ×
rˆβ)/|rˆα × rˆβ| and nˆβγ = (rˆβ × rˆγ)/|rˆβ × rˆγ|,
sin θβ = (nˆαβ × nˆβγ) · rˆβ; cos θβ = nˆαβ · nˆβγ. (3.3)
Applying this analysis to triplets of adjacent edges in skeletal graphs obtained from




















Figure 3.5. Dihedral angle analysis to identify the handedness of each single gyroid
network. (A) A section of the single gyroid network, obtained from ideal SCFT
calculation, comprising of six nodes connected via five struts in a ”dog-bone-like”
configuration. One such torsion angle is the angle between normal vectors nˆ1 and
nˆ2 are assigned to pair of bond vectors lˆ1lˆ2 and lˆ2lˆ3 respectively. (B) Comparison
between the polar histograms of all torsion angles associated with the skeletal graph
of left (blue) and right (red) handed networks. Radial distance marks the relative
occurrence of the dihedral angle (θ). Dark blue (dark red) line shows the torsion
angle for left (right) network obtained from SCFT for comparison. (C) Histograms of
local chirality χ2θ (relative probability) evaluated on each edge (or strut) of numerical
computed graphs from opposing “+”/“-” SG domains.
dihedral histogram in Fig. 3.5B. Notably, the dihedral angles of the SCF graphs are
locked into the ideal gyroid values, ±70.5◦, or ∓109.5◦, while the skeletons from the
experimental EMT gyroids show some dispersion away from the this ideal geometry,
owing to fluctuations in the local network chirality due to the combinations of local
intensity fluctuations and artifacts in the 3D reconstruction. Both “+” and “-” net-
works show a systematic chiral skew, tilting respectively to the right and left of the
90◦ mark in Fig. 3.5B.
To quantify the statistical fluctuation of local chirality, we define a network chi-
rality order parameter,
χ2θ ≡ 〈sin(2θβ)〉, (3.4)
where 〈·〉 indicates a global average over all non-boundary edges. The symmetry of the
order parameter accounts for the θ → θ+pi symmetry of the dihedral angle, and a non-
zero value of χ2θ indicates a net rightward (positive) or leftward (negative) rotation
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of dihedrals. Compared to the ideal gyroid graph chirality χ2θ(ideal) ≈ ±0.63, we
plot the histogram of the dihedral chirality, sin(2θβ), of the numerically determined
graphs of the “+” and “-” single gyroid graph from the EMT data in Fig. 3.5C,
which have mean values χ+2θ(EMT) = +0.36 and χ
−
2θ(EMT) = −0.26, χ2θ(ideal) is
marked by dark red and blue lines, respectively. While the fluctuations of the local
chirality of the graph deviates the value of χ2θ somewhat from its mean value, the non-
zero chirality of the EMT graphs is statistically significant, with a difference between
“right-” (+) and “left-” (-) handed graphs that exceeds the variance (≈ ±0.1).
3.3.2 Domain thickness: Skeleton to surface distance
We now demonstrate how analysis of the combined 1D skeleton and 2D IMDS
geometry provides a comprehensive perspective on the thickness of tubular SG sub-
domains of the DG assembly. While “thickness” is trivial and intuitive to define for
high-symmetry domain shapes (spheres, cylinders, planar layers), achieving a unique
and generically valuable metric of domain size for tubular TPS domains is a notorious
vexing problem [177, 176, 175, 187]. The complexity of measuring tubular domain
thickness in TPNs arises for two reasons. First, given the complex domain topology,
there are multiple possible measures of thickness, defined according to inequivalent
geometric criteria. And second, even in an ideal geometry of tubular domains (such
as CMC surface models), intrinsic variability of domain shape leads to in any measure
of thickness. Despite the challenge to quantify this thickness variability, it has been
implicated in the thermodynamic stability of some TPN structures over others in
equilibrium assembly. The variation of tubular domain thickness is associated with
the “packing frustration” of chain-like molecules that must extend from the IMDS
into the entire volume of domain. The observation that model geometries of gyroid
assemblies can be characterized as more homogeneous in terms of one or more mea-
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Figure 3.6. Histograms of domain thickness in minority block network phases based
on three different measures. (A) A schematic of the wedge height, Lw; (B) a schematic
of the shortest distance between the interface and the skeletal graph measured (i) from
the IMDS to the graph, Li−g and (ii) from the graph to the IMDS, Lg−i. Histogram
of Lw, Li−g, and Lg−i from (C) SCFT calculations; (D) EMT reconstructions of ABA
triblock double gyroids.
sure of domain size (or “packing length”) in comparison to competitor structures, like
diamond, is believed to account for lower stretching penalty for their formation.
Here, we compare three distinct measures of domain thickness, L, and compare
their statistical and structural variation for both ideal (theory) and non-ideal (exper-
iment) DG structure:
Focal distance: Lfocal - The distance, perpendicular of the IMDS, at which local
normals intersect. This measure is often consider as “self-intersection” distance of
equally-spaced layers filled into the interior of the convex domain, although this in-
tersection is of such surfaces are not strictly local. In such a geometry, a given surface
patch of the IMDS, ∆A0, sweeps out a “wedge” of volume (see, Fig. 3.6A) of cor-
responding to an area element ∆A(z) = ∆A0(1 + 2Hz + Kz
2) at normal distance
z, where H and K are the mean and Gaussian curvatures of the IMDS [188]. The
focal distance, Lfocal, sometimes considered the “wedge height”, is defined by the
∆A(Lfocal) = 0, or




where we assign normals to point inward such that H < 0 for the tubular do-
mains. Note that this measure is defined on surface elements of the IMDS, computed
using discrete approximations of H and K via the triangular mesh geometry of the
numerical IMDS isosurface.
Surface-to-skeleton distance: Li−g - The closest point on the enclosed skeletal graph
to a given surface element of the IMDS. This length is computed by finding the closest
point on the 1D skeleton (discretized each edge into 100 segments) to a given vertex
of the triangular IMDS mesh, considering only the skeleton enclosed in the same
tubular domain. As shown in Fig. 3.6B, this closest separation from the surface to
the skeleton always meats the normal to the graph.
Skeleton-to-surface distance: Lg−i - The closest point on enveloping IMDS to a given
point on skeletal graph. As shown in Fig. 3.6B, this closest separation from skeleton
to IMDS is always perpendicular to the surface. Unlike the other two measures of
thickness which are surface distributions, Lg−i, is defined for each element on the 1D
graph.
In Fig. 3.6 C and D, we analyze the distributions of the three domain thickness
measures for theoretical and experimental triblock DG assemblies. Note that the
frequency distributions are unnormalized and correspond to different numbers of sur-
face and discrete elements. Note also, that while network chirality was a measure
of each single gyroid tubular domain, domain thickness distribution is a measure of
both domains. Finally, both Li−g and Lg−i we exclude values corresponding to graph
edges which intersect the boundary of the data volume, the closest surface of graph
point of the structure lies outside of the data volume close to the boundary.
First, we note that the three distributions of Lfocal, Li−g and Lg−i, differ in terms of
both their mean values of spread, with the skeleton-to-surface distance corresponding
to the shortest and narrowest distribution for both SCF and EMT structures, while
the focal distance have the broadest spread. The mean and rms variance of each thick-
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ness measure is summarized in Table 3.1. As shown there, mean values of thickness
measures, while different from one measure to the other, agrees well when comparing
experimental reconstruction to SCF predictions for the domain structure, particularly
for focal and surface-skeleton distances, while we find difference for skeleton-surface
distributions. While the analysis shows good agreement between mean (and peak)
values of the distributions, the statistical spread from the EMT reconstructed domain
is far greater. This broader spread derives from the non-ideal length/angle geometry
of the numerically determined skeleton and IMDS for enhanced fluctuations in φ(x)
in the experimental data, which are themselves attributable to the combined effect of
intrinsic composition fluctuations in the morphology and artifacts from the tilt-series
to 3D reconstruction of local intensity. Notwithstanding this inevitable degree of dis-
order, we conclude on the basis of the comparison to ideal (SCF based) structures
that our simple numerical abstraction of 1D skeleton and 2D IMDS geometry capture
an accurate and quantitatively meaningful analysis of the thickness geometry (and
its variability) for non-ideal DG structures extracted from experimental systems.
Table 3.1. Mean and standard deviations of different measures of length
Measure Mean (thr.) RMSE (thr.) Mean (exp.) RMSE (exp.)
χL2θ -0.629 0 -0.257 0.37
χR2θ +0.629 0 +0.362 0.34
Lfocal 0.154 0.08 0.155 0.16
Li−g 0.122 0.01 0.126 0.05
Lg−i 0.107 0.004 0.083 0.02
We now describe the difference between the average and statistical features cap-
tured by each of the domain thickness measures. Beginning the focal distance, we
note that mean focal distances, 〈Lfocal〉, are comparable to mean distances between
skeleton and surface (e.g., with the statistical variation of the Li−g distance), such
that on average the focal length provides a reasonable measure of the distance be-
tween the IMDS and the domain “center”. However, even for the ideal (SCF) DG,
the large-Lfocal tail of this distribution extends far beyond these other distance mea-
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sures, up to distances comparable to half cubic repeat the DG. Comparing that to
the scale of the roughly tubular diameter ≈ 0.2D of the internode “strut” suggests
that the focal distance in this tail region extends outside of the domain itself. The
anomalously large values of Lfocal can be attributed to locally flatter regions of the
IMDS where Gaussian curvature tends toward zero, leading to focal distance that
diverges in the limit, according to eq. (3.5). This is well-noted consequence of the
fact that the focal domain only accounts for local geometric constraints imposed by
the surface, and non-local surface constraints must be imposed to achieve a thickness
measure “internal” to the tubular domain (e.g., as for the medial distance). Fig-
ure 3.7 A shows the distribution of focal distance on the IMDS surface of an SCF
gyroid domain, highlighting that the larger values of Lfocal correspond to nearly-flat
IMDS shapes roughly coplanar with the 3-fold junction. The discrepancy between
the focal length and the distance to the “geometric center” of the gyroid domain is
illustrated by comparison of Lfocal and Li−g for surface elements of the SCF morphol-
ogy. As shown in Fig. 3.7 B, and consistent with geometric arguments above, the
overlap between these two thickness measures (i.e. Lfocal ≈ Li−g) is concentrated to
IMDS regions of sufficiently negative Gaussian curvature.
Finally, we compare the surface-to-skeleton and skeleton-to-surface thickness mea-
sures. Again, it should be noted that these distances are geometrically distinct, in
that while Li−g measures distance normal to the skeleton, Li−g measures distance nor-
mal to the IMDS. Nevertheless, we can consider the overlap between the distributions
in the following way. For each point on the graph, xg the closest distances provides
a map to a surface element of the IMDS, X∗i (xg). In Fig. 3.7 D we compare the
skeleton-to-surface distances Lgi to the surface-to-skeleton of those mapped surface
points (i.e. the set of X∗i (xg)) mapped back to the closest point on the graph, though
not, in general, back to the original point xg. We find for these Lgi ≈ Lgi for these
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Figure 3.7. Comparison between domain curvature and thickness measures from
SCFT calculation. IMDS of a two-node strut showing the colormap of (A) wedge
height, Lw; (C) IMDS-to-graph distance, Li−g, green spheres correspond to the short-
est graph-to-IMDS, Lg−i, distance on the IMDS. and are present at the shortest
distance. The lengths are in units of D. Scatter plots between (B) Lw and Li−g and
(D) Lg−i and Li−g colored by the gaussian curvature, KD2, of the IMDS. In (B), the
two measures don’t usually agree especially near the node where the relative flatten-
ing (lower magnitude of gaussian curvature) of the IMDS leads to the spread in Lw
almost independent of Li−g; whereas in (D), the two measures Lg−i and Li−g agree
very well. Please ignore features at the flat faces as they are artifacts of slicing the
network to show the fundamental piece of the single gyroid; these features are not
included in the scatter plot. (E) IMDS of the two-node strut is colored according to
the gaussian curvature with green spheres showing Lg−i; (F) extracted piece of the
skeletal graph connecting the two nodes colored by the Lg−i distance along the strut.
We see that Lg−i increases with increasing magnitude of gaussian curvature suggest-
ing that the chains are more stretched. Furthermore, the twisting feather-like pattern
of the Lg−i indicates the dihedral rotation along the strut is linked to its chirality.
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with the interpretation that the skeleton-to-surface distances represent the subset of
shortest lengths among the surface-to-graph distances. Hence, the distributions of
Lg−i overlap with the low end of the distributions of Li−g.
Notably, as shown in Fig. 3.7 E the IMDS elements closest to the graph (i.e.,
the set of points X∗i (xg) shown as green) are also spatially localized to the relative
flat, (low K magnitude). Put another way, the skeleton-to-surface distances in the
tubular SG domain measure the domain thickness in precisely those regions where
the focal distances from the IMDS break down as a realistic measure of the domain
thickness. As shown in Fig. 3.7 E - F, this locus of closest points from the skeleton
sweeps out a spatial pattern following regions of locally low K magnitude, and adopts
a chiral pattern that rotates with the same handedness as the ±70.5◦ rotations of the
dihedral angles in the SG skeletal graph. This pattern highlights a goemetric connec-
tions between local anistropy of the domain thickness and the mesoscale geometry
captured by the 1D skeleton of the SG domains. Because these distributions of do-
main thickness couple to distributions of space-filling molecular configurations in the
self-assembled domain, the emergent chirality of the pattern of X∗i (xg) on the IMDS
implies a connection from mesoscale chirality of the SG domains to the chirality of
molecular arrangements at the sub domain scale. The consequences for this meso-
to molecular mechanism of chirality transfer to be explored for soft matter systems
form gyroid, or other triply-periodic, network assemblies.
3.4 Conclusion
We have introduced a new method to extract the skeletal graph from 3D EMT
reconstructions of network morphologies of block copolymers. This method is gen-
erally applicable for extraction of 1D skeletons of network geometries that arise in
assembly of block copolymers, metal organic frameworks, zeolites etc. The dihedral
rotations of adjacent node of the skeletal graph provides a clear and unambiguous
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sense of rotation along the struts of a chiral network that is independent of the view-
ing direction. We’ve applied our algorithm to both experimental (SIS) and theoretical
(ABA) triblock double gyroid morphology at comparable χN and f . We’ve demon-
strated that the extracted single networks corresponding to the A (S) - block in the
theoretical (experimental) network can be distinguished based on the statistics of the
dihedral rotation of all struts of the skeletal graph, that determine the chirality of
each network. The variation in domain thickness is associated with packing frus-
tration in the polymer chains. Our metrics to characterize distribution of domain
thickness reveal that information from both the 1D skeleton and the 2D surface are
required to characterize these complex tubular network domains. The focal distance,
or wedge height, measured as a function of surface curvature alone fails to account
for non-local constraints associated with chain stretching and incompressibility of the
melt . Hence, it doesn’t capture the flattening (K ≈ 0) of the interface near node and
shows a long tail in the distribution that provides an unrealistic estimate of domain
thickness at the nodal region. On the other hand, the surface elements closest to the
graph align to the dihedral rotations of the strut and measure the domain thickness
near the node where focal distance fails. They highlight a connection between the




TEXTURES IN BLOCK COPOLYMERS
In the previous chapter, we developed new tools to analyze the mesoscale geometry
of complex block coploymer network morphologies. We presented how we can reduce
the 3-dimensional morphology into a 1-dimensional skeletal graph and 2-dimensional
interface and that a combination of both are required to characterize the complex
phase. In this chapter, our aim is to understand how the mesoscale geometry of the
domain shape and the thermodynamics of assembly couples to the intrinsic orientation
order of microphase separated block copolymer chains.
Block copolymer (BCP) melt assembly has focused largely on self-organized spatial
patterns of periodically ordered segment density. In this chapter, we will demonstrate
that underlying the well known composition profiles (i.e., ordered lamella, cylinders,
spheres, and networks) are generic and heterogeneous patterns of segment orienta-
tion that couple strongly to morphology, even in the absence of specific factors that
promote intra or interchain segment alignment. We will employ both self-consistent
field theory and coarse-grained simulation methods to measure polar and nematic
order parameters of segments in a freely jointed chain model of diblock melts. In
section 4.3, we show that BCP morphologies have a multizone texture, with segments
predominantly aligned normal and parallel to interdomain interfaces in the respec-
tive brush and interfacial regions of the microdomain. Further, morphologies with
anisotropically curved interfaces (i.e., cylinders and networks) exhibit biaxial order
that is aligned to the principal curvature axes of the interface.
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4.1 Introduction
Block copolymer (BCP) melts assemble into a rich array of periodic morphologies
[48] depending on chain composition, architecture, and interactions [39, 189, 190].
Over the past several decades, investigations of BCP assembly have focused on equi-
librium composition profiles of chemical segments φα(x) (for component α) and their
connection to molecular architecture [38]. Periodically-ordered morphologies break
not only continuous translational symmetries of a disordered melt, but also its contin-
uous rotational symmetry. As a consequence, they necessarily possess orientational
order, at both the scale of micro-domain lattice and the sub-domain scale. Despite
the extensive study of the spatially-ordered composition profiles of BCP and their
now widespread applications in nanotechnology [191], knowledge of the orientational
order of chain segments that underlies these spatial patterns is conspicuously lacking.
In this chapter, we use self-consistent field (SCF) theory and coarse-grained simu-
lations to analyze intra-domain segment orientation patterns in BCP melts to under-
stand i) in which directions constituent segments orient within ordered microdomains;
and ii) how alignment varies with BCP morphology. Our analysis is based on the sim-
plest models of flexible BCPs, which lack both explicit and implicit orientational in-
teraction between segments, but nonetheless exhibit generic textures of orientational
order. Studies of liquid-crystalline textures of small molecules confined to volumes
of differing micro-/nano-size, shape, and topology (e.g. droplets [192, 193] to 3D
periodic networks [194]) show that such textures are highly dependent on the shape
of the confining volume, orientational symmetries of the ordered phases [195, 196],
and, crucially, the anchoring of alignment at the confining surface [197]. Analogous
alignment may be expected from the spontaneously formed interface between unlike
components, posing a basic question, do segments align parallel (homogeneous) or
normal (homeotropic) to inter-domain surfaces? Curiously, SCF studies of the ne-
matic order parameter in phase-separated mixtures of homopolymers show a generic
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tendency of segmental alignment parallel to the interface over the interfacial width
[52, 53, 96], while the SCF prediction of the polar order in BCP micro domains shows
instead a normal alignment more characteristic of a SmA-like order [50, 198]. Here,
we show that both normal and parallel segment alignment coexist generically within
BCP microdomains, albeit in different spatial regions. We describe the principles that
control relative strengths and directionality alignment in different BCP morphologies
and in different subregions of a given morphology. Perhaps most surprising, we report
the generic emergence of biaxial segment order in morphologies with anisotropically-
curved interfaces.
We consider a freely-jointed chain model of a diblock copolymer melt [199], where
chains possess NA = fN and NB = (1− f)N segments of A- and B-type monomers,
respectively, with equal segment length a and volume ρ−10 . In the mean-field (or
SCF) approximation, chain conformations are encoded in end-distribution functions,
q+(n,x) and q−(n,x), which describe the statistical weights of disjoint sections of
the chain from the respective A (n = 0) and B (n = N) ends to reach x at the
nth segment [38]. Thus, the probability (per unit volume) of the nth segment of
the diblock at x is ρ(x, n) = q+(n,x)q−(n,x)/Z, where Z is the single-chain partition
function Z =
∫
d3x q+(n,x)q−(n,x). The mean-field scalar order parameters, volume













dn ρ(x, n), (4.1)
where ν ∈ α labels all segments of type α = A or B. Due to random-walk chain







∇2q± − w(n,x)q±, (4.2)
1Here, we take the limit N → ∞ and a → 0 with finite N1/2a such that large-scale structure is
described by Gaussian walk statistics.
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where w(n,x) = Θ(NA−n)wA(x)+Θ(n−NA)wB(x), with wA/B(x) the spatially-
varying chemical potential field for A or B generated by local segment (scalar) in-
teractions 2. The chemical potential fields satisfy the mean-field, self-consistency,
condition, wA/B(x) = χφB/A(x) + ξ(x), where Flory parameter, χ, describes repul-
sive interactions between unlike species and the pressure field, ξ(x), acts on both
species to maintain constant density (i.e. φA(x) +φB(x) = 1). Equilibrium states are
determined by solving eq.(4.2) for spatially periodic patterns of φA(x) and φB(x), op-
timized with respect to symmetry and unit cell dimensions [37]. We employ the PSCF
code [182] to compute end-distributions for diblock morphologies at fixed segregation
strengths χN and chain composition f .
4.2 Orientational Order Parameters
Orientational order of segments in block copolymer morphologies is described by
two types of order parameters, both deriving spatial derivatives of end-distributions.
A polar order parameter pα(x) tracks the vectorial orientation of segments [50], since
A and B ends are distinguishable. Assigning rˆα to the orientation of segment α













dn J(x, n), (4.3)
where the segment flux is given by J = a(q+∇q− − q−∇q+)/(6Z). A nematic order
parameter Qα(x) – a symmetric, traceless tensor – tracks anisotropy of segments
consistent with head-tail symmetry (or rˆα → −rˆα) of alignment [82] (where i, j, k are
spatial indices),
2End-distributions satisfy spatially uniform initial conditions, q+(n = 0) = q−(n = N) = 1.
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“head to tail” symmetry,
Polar (vector) Order Parameter: Nematic (tensor) Order Parameter:
Figure 4.1. Schematics of both polar and nematic orientation order parameters.
In these schematics arrows (rods) depicting polar (nematic) segment orientation is
























where Jij = a2(q+∂i∂jq− + q−∂i∂jq+ − ∂iq+∂jq− − ∂iq−∂jq+)/(60Z)
To test SCF predictions, our collaborators, Youngmi and Lisa, performed molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulations of analogous freely-jointed bead-spring chains, specif-
ically using finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) bonds and the repulsive part
of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential for all pairwise interactions [200]. Simulations
do not rely on the mean-field approximation and capture inter-segment correlation
effects absent in the SCF model. Phase separation is driven by increased A-B repul-
sion strength AB, mapped to χAB. They use a Langevin thermostat and Nose´-Hoover
barostat with pressure 5σ−3, initialized in an already microphase-separated structure
and allow the box dimensions to vary to equilibrate domain spacing [201]. Vector and
tensor order parameters are computed from bond-vector, rˆα, distributions extracted
from equilibrated configurations. Data is binned by the distance from the center of
mass of lamellar or cylindrical domains. We refer the reader to appendix B for more
details on the molecular dynamics simulations.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Segment Orientation Profile in Lamella Morphology
We first illustrate the basic features of “multizone” textures in lamellar morpholo-
gies. Fig. 4.2 B,C shows SCF profiles of polar and nematic order for A-segments in
well-segregated lamella at f = 0.5 and χN = 30. Turning first to the “brush” zone
deep in the A-rich domain (i.e. where φA ≈ 1) , we find the intuitive result of normal
segment orientation (i.e. SmA-like). Defining ‖ and ⊥ directions relative to AB inter-
face, symmetry along the layer guarantees pA‖ = 0, while the profile of p
A
⊥ is odd with
respect to the A-domain center, highlighting outward splay of chains away from the bi-
layer interfaces. In this region, the nematic order shows similar uniaxial normal align-
ment with QA⊥ > 0 consistent with brush extension away from the AB interface. The
degree of alignment can be estimated by a simple Langevin model of chains subject
to a tension, ≈ kBTD/Na2, which represents the mean-field effect of inter-segment
pressure holding free ends a distance proportional to the domain width D from the
interface: pα⊥ ≈ Dα/(Nαa) ∼ N−1/2(χN)1/6 and Qα⊥ ≈ (Dα)2/(Nαa)2 ∼ N−1(χN)1/3.
Here, strong-segregation theory gives Dα ∼ D ≈ (χN)1/6N1/2a [202] leading to the
asymptotic χN  1 power laws observed for peak order parameters in Fig. 4.2D
Turning now to the interfacial zone (φA ≈ φB ≈ 1/2), the nematic order parameter
in Fig. 4.2 C,F reveals that segment alignment becomes tangential (i.e. Qα‖ > 0 and
Qα⊥ < 0) near the inter-domain boundary, implying that both normal and tangential
segment alignment coexist within block copolymer domains, albeit at different spa-
tial regions. The tangential alignment at the interface, though arguably less intuitive
than normal ordering in the brush, is nonetheless a generic feature of the statistics of
random-walks at a composition boundary, even in the absence of physical interactions
that promote (inter-/intra-chain) segment alignment. Near a well-segregated inter-
face, end-distribution functions become independent of n as ends and junction points


































Figure 4.2. Order parameter (left y-axis) and volume fraction (black curve, right
y-axis) profiles for A-block segments in f = 0.5 lamella, with (A,B) showing SCF
results (χN = 30) and (C,D) showing MD results (χN = 80); (B,D) show the normal
component of pA (parallel component is 0), and (A,C) show normal and parallel















Figure 4.3. Peak values of normal (A) and parallel (B) components of polar and
nematic order in f = 0.5 lamella are plotted vs. χN , with SCF results shown as
curves and MD results as open symbols.
∝√φα(x) [89, 203]. The distribution of interfacial orientation follows directly as the
probability ρ(x, rˆ) of segment orientation rˆ at x that any two (like) chain sections
span from x−arˆ/2 to x+arˆ/2. In other words, the probability ρ(x, rˆ) is the geometric
mean of segment density at nearby points, ρ(x, rˆ) '√φ(x− arˆ/2)×√φ(x + arˆ/2)
or ρ(x, rˆ) ' φ(x) exp{(a2/8)(rˆ ·∇)2 lnφ}. As lnφ(x) necessarily becomes non-convex
at the interface along the normal direction N 3, ρ⊥(x)−ρ‖(x) < 0 and fewer segment
orientations span perpendicular (from α-“rich” to “poor” side), than parallel to the
AB interface, not unlike chains near a “hard wall” boundary. The general form of the












For lamella where ∂‖φα = ∂2‖φα = 0, in the strong-segregation limit ∂
2
⊥ lnφα ∼
−∆−2, where ∆ = a(2/3χ)1/2 is interfacial width [202]. Hence, the strength of tangen-
3This is analogous to fact that close enough to a ridge, a hiker’s (geometric) mean altitude, one
step upward and one step downward, always falls below her current altitude.
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tial interfacial alignment is independent of N , scaling as Qα‖ = −Qα⊥/2 ∼ χ, confirmed
for peak interfacial order in lamella in Fig. 4.2G.
Profiles of polar and nematic order parameters from MD, in Fig. 4.2 E,F, clearly
exhibit generic features of the multizone texture predicted by SCF theory. This is
despite key microscopic differences between the simulation and theory, including i)
local packing constraints of finite-sized spherical monomers in the simulation absent
from the SCF model, ii) non-zero compressibility of the MD model (interblock re-
pulsion reduces interfacial density), while SCF enforces constant local density, and
iii) the fact that MD simulations use relatively low N = 100 − 400 for tractability,
requiring relatively large χ for strong segregation, while the SCF implicitly considers
the (strictly Gaussian) limit of N →∞. Fig. 4.2 D,G show SCF and MD predictions
are in closer agreement for normal ordering in brush than for tangential alignment at
the interface, where bead-spring simulations show a weaker alignment, presumably
related to the fact that a & ∆ for sufficiently large χ. However, we find that as N
increases (at fixed χN), the segment alignment in simulations tends towards SCF
predictions, consistent with the approach towards N →∞.
4.3.2 Nematic Order and Surface Curvature
Moving to curved structures, we see that interface shape has strong effects on the
respective normal and tangential alignment zones. As block composition becomes
increasingly asymmetric, minority block domains tend to form on the inside of the
interface of increasing inward curvature [204]. By simple geometry, this leads to
a tendency to relax the outer block length at the expense of extending the inner
block [205]. Accordingly, normal order increases with a power of Dα, such that in
minority (majority) subdomains, normal alignment in brush increases (decreases)
with increasing inter-domain curvature from lamella→ double-gyroid→ cylinders→
spheres, consistent with the variation of peak QA⊥ in Fig. 4.3 A.
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Figure 4.4. (A) Peak values of normal component of nematic OP for A segments,
NQA⊥ in BCC spheres (SPH), hexagonal cylinders (CYL), double-gyroid (DG), and
lamellar (LAM) phases. Core (corona) reflects location of A block on inner (outer)
side of the AB interface. Max./min. values along both [111] and [100] axes are shown
for DG. See section 4.3.3.
Let us briefly describe the relationship between interfacial shape (surface curva-
ture) and the nematic order parameter Qαij(x). We adopt the limiting form of the
interfacial order parameter in the strong segregation limit, from eq. 4.5. We relate
the structure of the order parameter to the shape of isosurfaces, level sets of constant
φα. Introducing orthonormal coordinate directions {e1, e2, e3}, where e3 = N is the
isosurface normal, N = ∇φα/|∇φα| and e1 and e2 span the tangent plane of the
surface (i.e. e1 × e2 = N), we project the nematic tensor into this tangent basis,
QαIJ = (eI)iQ
α
ij(eJ)i where indices I, J,K refer to the surface bases.









where KIJ and FI are in-plane and normal components, respectively. From the def-
inition of surface normal we have ∇ lnφα = vαN where vα = φ−1α ∂Nφα is a scalar
function. The in-plane components of j become








for I, J = 1, 2, (4.7)










KIJ = −vαCIJ , (4.8)
where CIJ is the 2D curvature tensor of the surface [206].
Similarly, since N · (∂iN) = 0




= (eI · ∇)vα. (4.9)











Note that since |vα| ≈ ∆−1, the in-plane components of FI may be viewed as varia-
tion of interfacial thickness along the isosurface. Thus when interfacial thickness is
approximately constant in-plane (or F1 ∼ F2  F3), then jIJ and QIJ are diagonal in
the basis spanned by the principle curvature axes in-plane (for which C12 = C21 = 0)
and interface normal.
Considering alignment in the interfacial zone for morphologies with anisotropically
curved interfaces, where principle curvatures are unequal (i.e. cylinders and tubular
networks), in-plane alignment couples to principal curvature axes as illustrated by
the nematic order profile of a cylinder morphology in Fig. 4.3B. This coupling follows
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from the nematic order parameter, QαIJ ≡ eI ·Qα · eJ , projected onto an orthonormal
basis aligned to the tangent plane (spanned by e1 and e2) and the interface normal
(N = e1 × e2). Using eq.(4.5) and the fact that domain interfaces are isolevels of










− |∂Nφα|2/φα − 2H∂Nφα
)]
for I, J = 1, 2, (4.11)




is the curvature tensor [206] of the interface and H =
(C11 + C22)/2 is the mean curvature.
For anisotropic-curved interfaces, the in-plane segment order parameter is also
anisotropic, with maximal alignment along either the direction of maximal or minimal
curvature. Taking e1 and e2 to be principal curvature directions, we measure in-plane
alignment anisotropy ∆Q‖ ≡ Q11−Q22, and find ∆Q‖ ' −a260(κ1−κ2)∂Nφα, where κ1
and κ2 are principal curvatures. Surface curvature falls with domain size as κ ∝ D−1,
while |∂Nφα| ∼ ∆−1, and interfacial anisotropy grows with N∆Q‖ ∼ (χN)1/3 in the
strong-segregation limit (shown in Fig. 4.3 D). For cylindrical domains of core radius
Rc, where κ1 = 0 and κ2 = −1/Rc (taking N to be outward), ∂Nφα switches sign
from negative when α is the inner domain to positive when it is the outer domain.
Hence, not only are interfacial segments aligned to the local curvature axes, but
this alignment along principal directions of Q is distinct for core- vs. coronal-block
segments at that interface. Peak interfacial (φ ≈ 1/2) values of Q in cylinder phases
show that core-block segments align most strongly with the axial direction, while
coronal-block segments (at that interface) align most strongly to the coaxial direction

























Figure 4.5. (A) shows nematic profiles for A-(core) and B-(coronal) segments, left
and right panels respectively, in the CYL phase at χN = 30 and f = 0.3. Qaxi, Qazi
and Qrad, label the respective axial, azimuthal and radial components, defined with
respect to the center axis of the cylinder with radial distance r shown in (B) inset. In
(B), red and blue ellipsoids illustrate the biaxial interfacial order for core (A-block)
and coronal (B-block) segments, respectively, where axes dimension reflect magnitude
of Qαij. In (C), peak values of ∆Q‖ ≡ Qaxi − Qazi are plotted for SCF results (solid
lines) and MD simulations (triangles) at f = 0.25 for N = 100.
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as a function of composition f for different morphologies at χN = 30. (B-D) show the
3D nematic director field of the tubular minor domain of a DG network at f = 0.33,
in the 3-fold region highlighted in (B). (C) shows the director profile at the interface
(φ = 1/2), while (D) shows the profile through a core section.
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We note further that according to eq.(4.11), tangential ordering at an anisotropic
interface is marked by biaxial segment order, with three unequal eigenvalues of Qα
(one negative and two unequal positive values roughly aligned to the normal and
principal curvature directions of the interface, respectively). Adopting methods de-
veloped to describe biaxial phases of liquid crystals, we quantify the degree of biax-
iality [207, 208] from the rotational invariant, ηα ≡
[
tr(Q2α)
]3 − 54[det(Qα)]2, that
increases from zero as eigenvalues of Q become unequal. In Fig. 4.6A, we show
biaxiality (volume averaged) of A segments, 〈ηA〉, in competing diblock phases (at
χN = 30), indicating that biaxial order is absent (present) for phases with isotropic
(anisotropic) in-plane curvature. The negative Gaussian curvature of network in-
terfaces [205] implies larger curvature anisotropy (κ1 − κ2), and hence, the largest
segment biaxiality. Fig. 4.6 B-D, shows the complex pattern of nematic order (as
illustrated by the director field) in minor, tubular domains of the double-gyroid. No-
tably, alignment in core brush and interfacial zone implies the formation of a point
(hedgehog) and meeting at the 3-fold junction of three +1 disclination-like lines that
thread along the center of the tubular domains [209]. At the interface, locking of
the director to the curvature axes leads to the formation of two −1/2 disclinations
on antipodal points of the three-fold junction that localize the conflict with in-plane
order and Gaussian curvature of the interface.
4.3.3 Nematic Order in the Double Gyroid Phase
Let us describe the nematic order parameter characterization of the double gy-
roid phase. The minority domains of gyroid phases are formed from 2-interconnected
networks, each is composed tubular domains meeting a cubic array of three-fold co-
ordinated junctions. The majority blocks form the “matrix” domain between the
two networks, the mid-surface of which is the Gyroid minimal surface [210]. Due to



































distance from skeletal graph distance from skeletal graph
Figure 4.7. Nematic order parameter profiles of minority (left panel) and majority
(right panel) domains of gyroid morphology plotted as a function of distance from
the underlying skeletal graph. Black curves represent density profiles. Projection of
nematic OP along (A-B) [111] (blue) direction passing through centre of the node,
overlapping yellow and red curves represent order along tangential directions and show
that OP is uniaxial through the node; (C-D) projection along [01¯1] direction passing
through the centre of a strut, profiles in C are plotted for interfacial region highlighted
in D). Highly dissimilar peak values of interfacial orientation in tangential principal
curvature directions (red and yellow curves) stems from opposite sign of principal
curvature; (E-F) Similar profiles along [100] direction passing through the tangential
plane at centre of the strut. Minor domain geometry is shown in (B), (D) and (F)
through composition isosurfaces at φA = 0.85 (blue) and φA = 0.93 (yellow).
and principle directions of nematic order that vary throughout. Specifically the local
curvatures vary considerable, leading to a range of segment order along different di-
rections. While the nematic director (associated with the largest eigenvalue of QAij)
at the DG surface is depicted in the main text, here we analyze nematic ordering
in the “core” and “coronal” brush domains of the phase along different directions
representing maximal and minimal curvature (Gaussian is more variable than mean
curvature on the DG interface [204, 16]).
In Fig. 4.7 we show profiles of the nematic order parameter along 3 symmetry axes
of a gyroid at χN = 30 and f = 0.33. Profiles show projections of the nematic order
parameter onto orthogonal basis vectors that pass through the centre of the 3-fold
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A B
Figure 4.8. (A) Orthogonal segment orientation at the IMDS (or φ = 1/2), with
director of the core and coronal block segments shown on the respective orange and
blue surfaces ; (B-C) Segment orientation normal to the interface in the “brush”
regions of both major (orange) and minor domains (blue).
junction [111] (Fig. 4.7A,B), along the tubular “strut” joining two junctions [110]
(Fig. 4.7C,D) and perpendicular to the strut at its centre [100] (Fig. 4.7 E,F). Con-
sistent with other morphologies, we find projection of the nematic order parameter
normal to the interface to be negative at the interface. Lack of rotational symme-
try at the interface leads to dissimilar ordering in orthogonal tangential directions,
with segments favoring to orient along most negatively curved directions. Majority
blocks have larger interfacial orientation but weaker normal, brush-like orientation
than minority domain block segments. Of the three directions, minority block seg-
ment extension normal to the interface is strongest along the [111] direction that
passes through the 3-fold axes due to the locally flattening of the interface along that
direction. In contrast, the highest (negative) surface curvature occurs along the [100]
axes that bisects the tubular struct, leading to the smallest normal component QANN
in the (core) brush domain.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates features of the majority block texture that forms between the
two (minor) tubular domains. Fig. 4.8 A shows the nematic director of the major
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block segments at the interface (blue surface) to be perpendicular to the director
of the minor block segments (orange surface). In Fig. 4.8B, a cross section of the
composite core/coronal phases of the DG is shown to highlight the normal orientation
of both brush domains away from the surface (the outer domain extends to roughly
the location of the Gyroid minimal surface).
4.4 Conclusion
To conclude, while the degree of normal alignment of brush segments increases
inversely with chain length (∼ N−1/3 and ∼ N−2/3 for polar and nematic order, re-
spectively), we find that tangential alignment at the interface is independent of chain
length and grows in proportion to χ. This suggests that even in flexible diblocks, tan-
gential alignment approaches significant levels (Qij ∼ 1) in high-χ systems [211, 212].
Notably, the flexible chain model here includes no orientational interactions between
segments, and hence, the induced ordering within microdomains falls outside of On-
sager description of lyotropic chain alignment [213]. The texture exhibited by flexible
diblocks is a necessary reference point for studying orientational order in systems with
additional tendencies promoting intra-chain (i.e. persistence) and inter-chain segmen-
tal alignment [92, 214, 50, 198, 215]. For example, recent studies of BCPs with chiral
polymer blocks [8] suggest these systems may be described by an additional preference
of twisted (e.g. cholesteric) packing in the chiral micro domains [15, 97, 216], a pat-
tern of gradient orientation that competes with the entropically favorable multi-zone
alignment described here. Finally, we note that segment alignment at anisotropic
inter-domain surfaces may have key, yet unexplored consequences for behavior of
functional BCPs; e.g. materials where functionality emerges from the interface and
relies on directional processes (e.g. optical response, charge transport) will exhibit a
strong dependence on core vs. coronal placement of functional blocks.
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Next, we’ll analyze segment orientation textures in different network morpholo-
gies of triblock copolymers with a particular emphasis on segmental chirality. Equi-
librium morphologies of linear triblock copolymers are known to possess networks
where end-blocks occupy independent single networks with the middle-block filling
up the remaining voulme (matrix). The single gyroid network is a chiral structure
based on our network chirality order paramter, χ2θ, while diamond single networks
are achiral. Our motivation will be to understand how achiral blocks break chiral
symmetry, at the segment scale, to form chiral domains.
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CHAPTER 5
MULTISCALE CHIRALITY OF BLOCK COPOLYMER
NETWORK MORPHOLOGIES
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we revealed that underlying the inhomogenuous spatial
density profiles of block copolymer domains, are highly non-trivial intra-domain seg-
ment orientation textures. The polymer chain segment alignment at the interface is
tangential (oblate tensor) to the interface and elongates as the chain stretches towards
the highly segregated centre of the domain, where it is normal to the interface (prolate
tensor), all the way to the centre where orientation vanishes due to symmetry. The
anisotropy of the interface that divides the material into different domains plays a key
role in segment orientation. Curvature of the interface introduces local preferential
directions of segment ordering, this causes the nematic order parameter to be biaxial
at anisotropic interfaces. The long range order of periodic bulk morphologies coupled
to their local properties, such as curvature, further influences the local segment or-
ganization textures. This is particularly true for complex network morphologies, the
gyroid, diamond, plumber’s nightmare, and o70, of block polymers.
In this chapter, we will analyze how the chirality of the mesophase, which is a
“global” geometric property, influences local segment orientation. Specifically, we
ask whether domain chirality of the mesophase induces segmental chirality at the
segmental scale? If so, how does cholesteric texture thread through the mesochiral
phase?; and what parameters can we manipulate to tune the local chirality of the
mesophase? We note here that in this model segment orientation doesn’t contribute
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to the thermodynamics of the system. There are no orientational interactions between
segments and that the induced ordering is a consequence of the confinement of the
polymer segments in phase segregated chiral domains.
Intrinsic chirality is not required to break inversion symmetry of the mesophase,
under certain environments achiral building blocks also assemble into chiral phases.
There exists a vast literature in soft matter systems where chiral formations from
achiral units are reported. For example, achiral mesogens stack into twisted chiral
mesophases either under strong confinement [43, 42] or to reduce their surface energy
[40, 41]; aggregates of fibers form helical twisted bundles by tilting to increase the
contacting surface and reduce surface energy [217, 218, 219] and also due to com-
petition between capillary forces and their inter-filament elasticity [220, 221]. By
manipulating the molecular architecture and chain composition of the block copoly-
mer, researchers have shown that achiral polymer building units can also assemble
into chiral morphologies, various examples of diblock [44] and triblock [46, 7, 178]
polymers exist in the literature. This large body of work encourages us to analyze
segment chirality textures in chiral block polymer network domains. This analysis
will serve as a reference to understand how intrinsic segmental chiral interactions will
alter the chiral textures in mesophases formed by chiral block polymers.
In the following sections, we will develop chiral order parameters both at the seg-
mental scale due to segment orientation and at the periodic meso scale due to the
confining geometry of the mesophase. We will analyze segmental twist textures in
three network morphologies of non frustrated ABC triblock coplymers, the cubic al-
ternating double gyroid (aDG) space group 214; the cubic alternating double diamond
(aDD) space group 227 and the orthorhombic o70 space group 70. We will further
probe the net chiral orientation of single gyroid networks over a range of segrega-
tion strength and block compositions, for both symmetric and asymmetric network
domains. In the ch. 4, we demonstrated that segregated polymer domains have a
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multi-zone orientation texture [222], here we will analyze the non-trivial segmental
twist contribution and competition from the interface and brush-like core regions of
both network and matrix domains. Notice that calamatic (discotic) ordering in the
brush (interface) would have a profound influence on its associated cholesteric texture.
We’ll analyze these subdomains separately and build a combined view of segmental
chirality in triply periodic cubic gyroid networks. In section 4, we briefly describe
how changing the network geometry by stretching the gyroid along [100] symme-
try direction alters the segmental chirality. We conclude this chapter by comparing
the local segment chirality to that of the geometry of triblock terpolymer network
morphologies.
5.2 Network and segment chiral order parameters
We introduced two types of orientation order parameters for segments in block
polymer morphologies in section 4.2, where both derive from spatial derivatives of
the end-distribution function. Here we will introduce chiral order parameters for
both polar and nematic segment orientations.
For cholesterics, where the equilibrium conformation is twisted, two terms that
are linear in spatial derivatives of the mesogen long axis, r, and rotationally invariant
are allowed in the description of the free energy. These are: ∇ · r and r · (∇ × r).
The second term maintains inversion symmetry and can be applied to both polar
and nematic descriptions of segment order. Our mean local polar and nematic chiral
order parameters, Ωαp (x) and Ω
α
Q(x), thus become
Ωαp (x) = N
3/2a pα(x) · (∇× pα(x)) (5.1)
ΩαQ(x) = N
3/2a Qα(x) : (∇×Qα(x)) (5.2)
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Polar (vector) Order Parameter: Nematic (tensor) Order Parameter:
“head to tail” symmetry, 
Figure 5.1. Schematics of chiral order parameters. A) Preferred polar segmen-
tal cholesteric texture, Ωpα(x); (B) Preferred nematic segmental cholesteric texture,
ΩQα (x); C) Mesochiral network geometry order parameter, χ2θ, where θ represents
dihedral angle rotations of the skeletal graph for single gyroid, single diamond and
o70 morphologies (shown here).
where p and Q are given by eqn. 4.3 and eqn. 4.4, respectively. In the chiral free
energy terms reviewed in section 1.4.2, our local segment chirality order parameter
coupled with the preferred helical pitch, q0 and Frank elastic constant, K2 forms
the thermodynamic contribution to thread cholesteric textures through the phase
resulting in an energy gain. In the current study, both q0 and K2 are absent, hence
the orientation free energy, F ∗ = 0. We’ll use the volume averaged versions of local
cholesteric twist to quantify the chirality of each domain of the block polymer. Fig. 5.1
shows schematics of, both polar and nematic, segment orientation order parameters
for the A-block. Preferred cholesteric texture of each order parameter is also depicted.
It is evident that while polar segmental twist favors rotation of segments along the
helical axis forming a single helix, the nematic twist due to inversion symmetry of
the director (molecular long axis direction) forms the double helix along the helical
axis. At the interface, the nematic order parameter is oblate (discotic) and the chain
segments rotate orthogonal to the rotation of the director field.
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In chapter 3, we proposed and studied a new measure of network chirality that
uses the dihedral angle geometry of the underlying skeletal graph associated with a
tubular network domain. Earlier attempts to define network handedness were based
on the helical rotations of the various screws along the symmetry directions of the
network [3, 162]. These are known to provide contradicting sense of rotation of the
network depending on the axis along which we view them. Dihedral angle geometry
provides an unambiguous definition of the handedness of each strut irrespective of
the viewing angle, it is also a smaller unit that forms the helical spirals. We’ll use the
network chirality order parameter defined in section 3.3.1 as the geometric structural
chirality measure. Fig. 3.2 shows the dihedral angles of the theoretical networks
considered in this study. While the nodes of the single diamond network are rotated
in a staggered arrangement ie. struts connecting the nodes possess dihedral rotations
of ±60◦,∓60◦ and 180◦, those of the single gyroid networks asymmetrically cut the
plane to from ±70.5◦ and ∓109.5◦, the staggered configuration for the gyroid nodes
would be ±90◦ rotations of the dihedrals.
Clearly, the network chirality order parameter, χ2θ based on the dihedral angle
rotation of the skeletal graph suggests that, from the networks considered, only the
single gyroid possesses residual structural chirality due to its asymmetric dihedral
angle rotation, while the diamond and o70 phases possess no residual chirality due to
the staggered dihedral angle rotation of the skeletal graph, ie. segments are equally
probable to rotate in either directions, resulting in no net handedness in either net-
work.
We performed SCF calculations to generate predictions of composition and orien-
tation profiles of ABC triblock terpolymers where χAB = χBC = χ and χAC ≈ 2.7χ,
this type of a linear triblock where end-blocks have a higher segregation strength is
often referred to as the non-frustrated case as the chain ends prefer to stay apart
promotes the formation of alternating structures. We generate the triply periodic
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Figure 5.2. Local segmental chirality of block copolymers forming symmetric aDG
and aDD morphologies, ie. fA = fC = (1 − fB)/2, as a function of minority block
composition. The root-mean-square measures of local segmental chirality, both (A)
polar 〈Ωpα(x)2〉1/2 and (B) nematic 〈ΩQα (x)2〉1/2 chiral order parameters, show that all
network domains possess non-zero local cholesteric texture. (C) However, the mean
values suggests that the net chirality vanishes for all blocks of the achiral diamond
network.
network morphologies: aDG, aDD, and o70 over a segregation range varying from
weak (χ = 13) to intermediate (χ = 34) and composition covering both symmetric
(fA = fC = 1 − fB) and asymmetric (fB = 0.52) networks. As shown in Fig 5.2,
the analysis of segmental chirality in symmetric network domains at χN = 30 as a
function of minority domain composition (fA/C) reveals that all domains (A, B, and
C) of both aDG and aDD morphologies possess local segmental chirality as evidenced
by the root-mean-square value of segment twist from both order parameters (RMS
Ω
Q/p
α ). Notice that magnitude of local segment chirality increases with increasing mi-
nority block composition. Important is that, the mean value of segmental chirality for
all domains of the aDD morphology are zero while, for the symmetric aDG, network
domains possess segmental chirality of equal magnitude and opposite sign, the matrix
phase that extends from the gyroid minimal surface towards the networks possesses
no net chirality.
The segment chirality parameter shows that segments forming both aDD and
aDG networks are locally twisted and possess both sense of rotations, however, in
the aDD domain they are equally probable to rotate in either right or left directions
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and hence the residual chirality of the overall structure is nullified. While, there
exists an imbalance of one handed rotation in a single gyroid network that results in
non-zero residual network chirality. Fig 5.2 D-F (G-I) show maps of local nematic
(polar) segment chirality at the interface separating the right SG, left SG and the
matrix domain, respectively. The maps of segment chirality show that the sign of
the dominant twist resides along the major groove (containing the 109.5◦ dihedral
rotation) of the strut and the opposite handed rotation resides in the minor groove
(containing 70.5◦ dihedral rotation). This agrees with the network chirality order
parameter prediction that the residual chirality of the single gyroid networks is due
to asymmetric rotation of dihedral angle along the strut while the staggered strut
configuration of aDD and o70 morphologies balances both rotations of the order
parameter.
It is interesting to note that the sign of volume averaged nematic (〈ΩQα 〉) segmen-
tal twist is opposite to that of the polar (〈Ωpα〉) version. This is, however, not very
surprising because the nematic segment orientation order parameter reports on addi-
tional tangential (discotic) segment alignment at the interface which is absent from
the polar order parameter which only has normal (calamitic) contributions. Also, the
imbalance might lead to relative volume fraction associated with positive and negative
twisting regions that are different in the two parameters. Segment twist associated
with these textures could be different, we’ll analyze the sub-domain cholesteric tex-
tures in the aDG morphologies in the next section of this chapter after analyzing the
phase behavior of the segment chirality for both symmetric and asymmetric network
domains.
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Figure 5.3. Net chirality of the single gyroid forming A block as a function of
χABN and composition of A, fA. (A) Nematic chiral OP, 〈ΩQA〉; (B) polar chiral OP,
〈ΩpA〉 These are non-frustrated, symmetric network domains ie. χAB = χBC < χAC ;
fA = fC ; fB = 0.52. B block is zero; C is the inverse of A.
5.3 Analysis of segmental twist in alternating double gyroid
morphology
In this section, we will first analyze how the volume averaged segment chirality
〈ΩQ/pα 〉 varies with segregation strength, χN , and network forming block composition
fA = fC . Then proceed to the more general case of aDG morphologies with asym-
metric network domains. We will decompose the domain according to intra-domain
segment orientation textures and analyze contributions to twist from different subdo-
mains for varying compositions at both weak and intermediate segregation strength.
Figure 5.3 shows that the volume averaged segmental chirality 〈ΩQ/pα 〉 increases in
magnitude with increasing segregation and thickness of tubular network domains. We
only show segment chirality associated with the A-block , we have checked that A-C
composition symmetry ensures that the matrix phase (B-block domain) is achiral and
the volume averaged segment chirality of the other (C-block single gyroid) network
has equal magnitude and opposite sign. Consistent with our previous observation, the
sign of nematic and polar chiral order parameters are inverted. Interestingly, the ne-
matic chiral OP undergoes a change in sign from weakly segregated thin networks to
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Figure 5.4. Net chirality of the single gyroid forming A (A, B) and the matrix
domain forming B (C, D) blocks as a function of χABN and composition of A block,
fA. (A/C) Nematic chiral OP, 〈ΩQA/B〉; (B/D) polar chiral OP, 〈ΩpA/B〉 These are non-
frustrated, but asymmetric network domains such that fA + fC = 1− fB, fB = 0.52
and χAB = χBC < χAC . C is the inverse of A.
intermediate segregation in thicker tubular network domains. This important obser-
vation suggests that at low segregation, when the interface is diffuse, nematic segment
orientation structure is inherently different from that of well segregated domains and
the cholesteric textures are sensitive to this differentiation.
The symmetric network composition is a special case where the opposite handed
networks are present in equal volume fractions. The matrix (B-block) domain is
sandwiched between the two networks, the centre of the this domain forms an achiral
gyroid minimial surface which is equidistant from both networks such that the volume
averaged twist in either direction normal to the minimal surface cancel out. Therefore,
there is no residual chirality in the matrix domain of the symmetric aDG morphology.
The asymmetric network aDG morphology ie. fA 6= fC changes the relative
volume fraction occupied by each network domain. Hence, the relative volume occu-
pied by the matrix phase on either side of the gyroid minimal surface also changes.
Thereby, breaking the symmetry of the volume averaged twist in the matrix phase
to favor the handedness associated with the greater volume element. In Fig 5.4, we
report nematic and polar segment chirality in one of the single gyroid domains and
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the matrix phase for a non-frustrated ABC triblock with χN = 30, fA ∈ (0.12, 0.36)
with B-block composition fixed at fB = 0.52. Fig 5.4A and 5.4B show the colormap
of nematic and polar chiral order parameters for the A-block single network domain,
respectively, while those of the matrix phase (B-block) are shown in Fig 5.4 C and
D, respectively. Our first observation is that the peak of volume averaged segment
chirality for both order parameters occurs for asymmetric network forming block
compositions, while the nematic chiral order parameter peaks at smaller values of the
domain thickness, the polar chiral order parameter peaks at the thicker network do-
main composition. In the matrix phase, chiral segment orientation textures become
stronger with increasing asymmetry of network block composition. Consistent with
other regions of the examined phase space, we find that polar and nematic measures
yield opposite handed segment chirality results.
The opposite sign of handedness from the two order parameters necessitates fur-
ther examination of the domains to determine the origin of the contradicting volume
averaged twist. Let us examine the twist contributions from different subdomain
textures ie. the interface and the brush zones.
Segmental twist contributions from subdomains
As we explained in chapter 4, the block copolymer segments organize in multizone
texture where the orientation at the interface is tangential to the interface while that
at the highly segregated brush-like subdomain is chain segments extend normal to
the interface pointing in to the surface roughly equidistant from the interface. This
orthogonal relative orientation has a significant impact on the local segmental twist.
In this analysis, we will decompose the volume of the morphology into sub-domains
based on relative segment orientation for each block and compare twist contributions
from the high concentration, brush-like core region, the interface between adjoining
blocks and the remaining volume containing low concentration of segments of a certain
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block. We intend to characterize the origin of local twist associated with morphologies
possessing curved domains and how the global asymmetry in network geometry, as
measured by the dihedral angle statistics, manifests itself to generate a local imbalance
in segment orientations.
To decompose the phase segregated domains we compute the local orientation
of the nematic order parameter and the block density. Assigning the local normal
direction of segment orientation is non-trivial in complex network phases where the
normal is not fixed to the cartesian grid. We determine the normal direction eN ,
based on the local gradients of the block density, φα where eN = n is normal to the
local level sets of constant φα, n = ∇φα/|∇φα|, we project the nematic tensor along
the local isosurface normal,n, qα(x) = eI(x)Q
α
IJ(x)eJ(x) where indices I, J refer to
its components. So, positive (negative) value of qα shows prolate (oblate) ordering of
the tensor suggesting normal (tangential) alignment of the segments. So, we define
the core subdomain as the volume with prolate nematic segment order, qα > 0, and
majority block density, φα > 0.5; the interface is defined by oblate segment order,
qα < 0; and the remaining volume, which we will refer to as outer volume from now
onwards, has qα > 0 and φα(x) < 0.5.
Let’s begin by looking at the alternating double gyroid morphology where the
composition of both network forming A and C blocks are equal, we’ll call them the
symmetric networks. The behavior of the volume averaged segment twist (as a col-
ormap) with varying segregation strength and symmetric network domain composi-
tion for the A-block is shown in fig. 5.3. In fig. 5.5 A and B, we plot the nematic
and polar twist, respectively, for the overall domain and contributions from individ-
ual sub-domains. We find that both volume averaged polar and nematic twist follow
closely with the core sub-domain and that segment twist in the interface and outer
volume neutralize each other and that increasing the network thickness increases core
contribution hence, the net segmental chirality of the domain. It is important to
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Figure 5.5. Sub-domain contributions to the net twist in A block forming single
gyroid of symmetric aDG networks as a function of composition fA at intermediate
segregation χN = 30. (A) nematic twist domain decomposition; (B) polar twist
domain decomposition.
note here that the matrix domain extending normally, in both directions, from the
hypothetical gyroid minimal surface at its centre is achiral for all symmetric network
morphologies with vanishing net twist contributions from each of the matrix phase
subdomains. Volume averaged twist in the network domain formed from the C-block
is, by symmetry, the inverse of that in the A-block network.
Changing the relative composition of end blocks in the linear triblock architecture
provides a mechanism to break the left-right symmetry in the matrix phase (formed
from the middle B-block) as it now has to occupy more volume on one side of the
hypothetical minimal surface than the other. This can also be understood by thinking
of the centre surface of the matrix phase as deviating away from the achiral gyroid
minimal surface towards one of the chiral domains thereby making it chiral. In fig
4.7, we analyze the volume averaged domain and subdomain twist in polar (fig. 5.6
D-F) and nematic (fig. 5.6 A-C) segment chirality order parameters along a slice






































Figure 5.6. Sub-domain contributions to the net twist in asymmetric aDG networks
as a function of A-block composition fA at intermediate segregation, χN = 30. Net
(A) nematic twist and (B) polar twist of each domain of aDG networks. A-block
domain decomposition, (C) nematic; (D )polar; B-block domain decomposition, (E)
nematic; (F) polar. These are non-frustrated, but asymmetric network domains such
that fA + fC = 1− fB, where fB = 0.52 and χAB = χBC < χAC . C is the inverse of
A.
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blocks form the symmetric fA = fC = 0.24 to increasing composition asymmetry.
Let’s first look at the polar order parameter, we note two interesting observations i)
changing the relative end block composition induces chirality in matrix phase such
that it compensates for the decreasing twist in the minority network domain (shown
in figure 5.6 A) ii) for thinner networks, the core contribution and the overall twist
in the domain goes down rapidly while for thicker networks it equilibrates (fig 5.6 B).
Segment chirality in the matrix phase (shown in fig 5.6 C) increases with increasing
composition asymmetry. The nematic chiral parameter shows more complex behavior
with the composition asymmetry, we find that mean segment chirality of the network
forming domain is a non-monotonic function of composition that is peaked away from
the symmetric composition, and that increasing the block composition decreases the
net nematic segment chirality in the domain. With increasing composition interfacial
contribution to twist increases and results in reducing the influence of the core sub-
domain. Induction of chirality in the matrix phase is more gradual with the interfacial
contribution becoming more dominant at higher composition asymmetry.
Motivated to understand the nature of segmental twist derived from the nematic
order parameter in different spatial regions and the competing segment twist within
each sub-domain, we analyze the rotations in the nematic director field in both core
and interfacial subdomains. Figure 5.7 depicts the rotation of the nematic segment
director field on a viewing plane that is perpendicular to a strut connecting two
adjacent nodes (side view shown in fig 5.7 first column, top), the dihedral angle
rotation along the strut is 70.5◦ and divides the viewing plane into four regions (top
view in fig 5.7 first column, bottom) based on the intersection of the planes connecting
the nodes. we call the smaller (lager) angular sweep the minor (major) groove shown
in blue (red) shading. A sequence of three planes A,B,C showing the twist color
map and segment nematic director for the core sub-domain of the strut is depicted
in the second column with zoomed in sections corresponding the left (blue) and right
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Figure 5.7. Visualization of nematic twist contributions within core subdomain of
the chiral unit. Viewing planes are perpendicular to the strut and move from A to B
to C; they are colored according to the local nematic twist, the sticks represent the
principal eigendirections of the nematic order parameter. Last two columns show the
rotation of the director field (”sticks”) in zoomed-in sections of competing regions of
the strut.
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Figure 5.8. Visualization of nematic twist contributions at the interface subdomain
of the chiral unit. Viewing planes are normal to the interface and move strut and
progress from A to B to C (moving towards the viewer); they are colored according
to the local nematic twist following the right hand convention. The sticks represent
the principal eigendirections of the nematic order parameter. Last two columns show
the rotation of the director field (”sticks”) in zoomed-in sections of competing regions
of the strut.
(red) handed rotations of the nematic director normal to the interface. The segment
rotations that thread through the major groove also represent the handedness of the
network according to the dihedral angle geometry in part because the major groove
sweeps a larger area of the strut cross-section.
Moving to the interfacial subdomain, in fig 5.8 we show segment director twist
on the saddle-shaped interface. Our viewing plane moves normal to the interface to
capture the out-of-plane rotation of the segments aligned parallel to the interface. The
figure shows segment rotations in both predominantly left and right handed patches
of the interface along the strut, zoomed in section of the left (right) handed segment
rotations are shown in the second (third) column of the figure, white box highlights
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a smaller section of the plane in each slice. Segment rotation along the interface is
less significant than that of the core, as noted in the sub-domain twist profile.
In this section, we have analyzed the correlation between local - segmental scale,
and global - mesoscale, chirality of cubic BCP network phases. We have demonstrated
the influence of segregation strength and block compositions on both the overall chi-
rality of all domains and also illustrated the twisting effect at the smaller sub-domain
scales to bring out the complexity associated with the triply periodic networks. The
geometry of the network plays an important role in determining the local features
of the segment orientation textures. In the next section, we will analyze how gyroid
networks assembled in non-cubic geometries would impact the segment organization
patterns.
5.4 Tuning chirality by manipulating network geometry
Most triply periodic network morphologies formed from block copolymers are
cubic. Assembling networks in non-cubic geometries might provide another mecha-
nism by which segments with explicit orientational interactions may incorporate the
anisotropy of segment orientation. The aim is to explore new geometries where local
chirality of networks could be enhanced at both the meso and segmental scale. We
generate self consistent field theory predictions for alternating double gyroid, alter-
nating double diamond and alternating o70 morphologies prepared in cubic unit cells
under varying degrees of pure shear. Our pure shear order parameter is the ratio of
the altered length to the cubic domain spacing, given by, λ = Lz/Lx(y).
In this preliminary study we restrict ourselves to pure shear along the [001] di-
rection, that essentially results in elongated/contracted structures along [001], for
symmetric networks at χABN = χBCN = 24, χACN = 65, fA = fC = 0.24, and
fB = 0.52 with the intention to alter only the geometric measures. Fig 5.9 shows
the segment nematic chiral textures at the interface of a left handed single gyroid
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Figure 5.9. Dependence of network twist on aspect ratio of non-cubic, stretched
gyroid network.
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domain and its associated skeletal graph for three different values of pure shear going
from contracted, λ = 0.9, to cubic, λ = 1.0, to elongated networks, λ = 1.1, viewed
along the [111] direction. We calculate the network chirality order parameter from
the dihedral angle distribution of the sheared networks. As reported in fig 5.9 B,
the network chirality remains symmetric peaking at the cubic configuration. At each
extreme aspect ratio, the graph either becomes line-like or sheet-like characterized by
combinations of 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦ rotations along the strut resulting in no net chi-
rality of the gyroid networks, as shown in the inset. The segment chirality however,
shows that peak values of segmental twist occur at non-cubic unit cell conformation
in the network forming domains of the alternating gyroid networks, while the achiral
networks, the diamond and the o70, remain so throughout the deformation process in
both network and segment chirality order parameter. The enhanced mean segmental
chirality of non-cubic networks is an interesting and non-intuitive result that suggests
a possible route to forming chiral structures is via non-cubic assembly of segments in
chiral block copolymers.
5.5 Discussion
The results of the previous sections suggest that although local curvature of the
domain induces segmental scale chirality, it is the skewness in the domain geometry
that is critical to break local chiral symmetry and induce residual chirality at the
segmental scale. In the network domains that we have studied, this asymmetry is
manifested in the organization of polymer chains into tubular regions (struts) that
connect nodes. We find that for the chiral single gyroid network dihedral rotation
angle, θ±SGβ = ±70.5◦ is asymmetric along the strut, while for the skeletal graphs as-
sociated with achiral diamond and o70 networks the nodes are organized in staggered
configurations ie. the rotation along the strut is identical in both directions. The pure
shear deformation of the networks along the [001] symmetry directions show that the
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Figure 5.10. Relationship between nematic segmental and network geometry twist
order parameters for cubic and non-cubic triblock network morphologies.
achiral networks always maintain achiral configurations during the deformation pro-
cess. The gyroid networks, however, show a non-trivial dependence on the pure shear
deformation, both strong compression and elongation leads to vanishing chirality in
the strut geometry but small deformations near the cubic domain enhance residual
chirality of the single gyroid.
It could be helpful to combine different aspects of network geometry and study
its impact on the residual chirality of the morphologies under one umbrella. Fig
5.10 shows one such attempt for χABN = χBCN = 30, χAC = 65, fA = fC = 0.24,
fB = 0.52, that shows the relationship between the network chirality and residual seg-
ment chirality. We find that the segmental chirality is very sensitive to pure shear over
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a range of deformation where the network measure remains almost unchanged. Our
attempt at mapping the chirality is restricted to a particular region in phase space.
One could imagine that segregation strength and block composition, that don’t influ-
ence the geometric measure of network chirality, would impact the residual segment
chirality. Thus the intensity of segmental chirality in cubic and non-cubic structures
would shift along the vertical axis based on these factors. Also, one could imagine
that various types of deformations, such as simple shear, along both symmetry and
non-symmetry directions would also influence residual segmental chirality of single
gyroid networks. These findings suggest that there is a vast phase space to explore




Throughout this dissertation we have elucidated the role of the geometry of build-
ing blocks combined with the importance of entropy in structure formation in two
classes of soft materials, assembled in complex network structures that form over
multiple length scales. We have revealed segment orientation textures that underlie
the phase segregated block copolymer melts and their connection to the geometry of
the domain in both chiral and achiral structures. Through this work, we have laid
the groundwork, that is essential, to study the self assembly of nematic block copoly-
mers, where in addition to density there are preferred segment orientation profiles
that couple to thermodynamics of assembly. Segmental orientation textures from
this work would serve as the reference point to understand how additional segment
orientational interactions would compete with the base case to thread preferred ori-
entation textures. Below I will present key findings and outstanding questions from
each chapter.
6.1 Conclusion
In chapter 2 we report that in jammed binary sphere mixtures, there are two differ-
ent classes of materials, based on their jamming properties, separated by a critical size
ratio. At high size ratio, packing of large and small spheres are decoupled due to the
large difference in their length scales of jamming. A series of first order-like jamming
transitions extend from infinity to a finite value below which the transition is smeared
out by small-large sphere interactions and competing length scales. It has a profound
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influence on the small particle connectivity which undergoes a percolation transition
at the critical composition above the critical size ratio. We’ve shown that near this
transition probability of small sphere jamming near a jammed interstitial volume is
greatly enhanced and occurs when jammed interstices are able to provide additional
contacts to stabilize a percolating force network between small spheres. The critical
size ratio at which a small sphere can protrude outside a tight tetrahedral void and
provide these force bearing contact, is 6.
We’ve introduced a simple and efficient algorithm to extract the geometry of the one
dimensional skeletal graph of network forming block polymers. We’ve demonstrated
that the dihedral rotations of the skeletal graph, that provide a consistent sense of
rotation throughout the graph independent of the viewing direction, can be used as
a measure of network chirality to distinguish networks based on their handedness.
We’ve developed metrics to characterize domain thickness as a measure of packing
frustration based on interface curvature alone and a combination of both interface
and skeletal graph geometry. We find that information about the geometry of both
1D graph and 2D material dividing interface is necessary to characterize packing
frustration in complex network morphologies.
The multizone orientation order is a generic feature of bock copolymer melt as-
semblies and occurs even in the flexible chain model without orientation interactions
between segments. The interfacial alignment in the nematic order parameter is the
strongest and grows linearly with χ. These textures exhibited by flexible block forms
the foundation for analyzing systems where segmental interaction promotes intra-
chain and inter-chain alignment. Biaxial segment alignment at anisotropic interfaces
may have key consequences in the functionality of block copolymers where function
emerges from the interface.
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6.2 Future Work
Chapter 2 It is known that with increasing volume fraction of one component of a
binary jammed system of equal sized spheres, a transition occurs at a certain thresh-
old of sphere composition that marks the onset of percolation in the minor component
networks. With size asymmetric jammed binary spheres, we found that the compo-
sition threshold at which percolation occurs in the small particle networks decreases
with increasing size asymmetry. We note that near the critical size ratio, the contin-
uous percolation transition seems to be independent of the small sphere composition
and approaches an apparent discontinuous transition at larger size ratios. Although
this picture of a discontinuous transition in percolation at large size asymmetry is
consistent with Furnas’ model at infinite asymmetry limit, our present analysis was
not intended to characterize the percolation transition at high size asymmetry. It
remains to be seen whether beyond this critical size ratio the percolation transition
is truly discontinuous or whether there is a diverging length scale associated with
the subjamming transition. I’d suggest a detailed analysis of finite size scaling ef-
fects and characterization of this apparent discontinuous transition at near critical
size ratios. This analysis would also improve our understanding of how sub jamming
influences the interstitial volumes of large spheres and will be crucial to elucidate
how competing length scales introduces deviation from random configurations of one
component in multicomponent systems. The manner in which small sphere break
the random jammed large sphere assemblies could be studied by shape characteri-
zation of quasi-regular tetrahedra formed from large sphere centers as vertices, and
also from deviation in the radial distribution function of large spheres from that of
monodisperse sepheres. Another open question that is motivated by this work seeks
to understand whether the transition is solely dependent on the competing length
scales of interaction or whether the shape and polydispersity of constituent particles
plays a significant role in sub jamming? While polydispersity might smudge out the
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sharpness of the transition, it is important to note that the voids even is the bimodal
case have some degree of polydispersity to them due to the disordered state, this
would suggest that transition might hold up to a certain threshold of polydispersity.
Chapter 3 This technique for extraction of 1D geometry from 3D structures holds
the promise to be a more versatile toolbox for analysis of 3D reconstructions of ex-
perimental samples. Some important enhancements in its capabilities should focus
on developing the ability to adaptively change the connectivity of each node based
on the local electron intensity environment. A simple scheme would involve cutting
struts that intersect the interface, to account for defects, and joining neighboring ver-
tices of the graph by struts if doing so increases the average value of the fit function.
Even this crude method should, in principle, allow us to study the statistics of defects
inherent to most soft matter assemblies and relative ordering near grain boundaries.
A bottleneck of the current fitting practice is that it requires a manual input of the
symmetry directions associated with the EMT reconstructed sample, any improve-
ment in providing a smart initial guess to orient the presumed skeletal graph to the
EMT volume data would reduce the user’s time and effort and make this useful code
more accessible to the other researchers, especially scientists doing experiments, who
can extract the network geometry from their samples for their purposes.
Chapter 4 In this study, we’ve focused on the segment orientation profiles in BCP
melts of intermediate segregation. The order-disorder transition (ODT) for segment
orientation might be very interesting to characterize. The orientation and transla-
tional symmetries could be broken separately in flexible block copolymer melts even
without orientation interactions. In fact, this transition could be further enhanced by
incorporating an additional preference for nematic ordering in the segments, where
the isotropic - nematic transition occurs before the ODT in density. We find that
weakly segregated block copolymer domains near the ODT in density yields very
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diffuse interfaces. Thus, the segment orientation ordering at low (weak) segregation
doesn’t have well defined sub-domains. The onset of formation of well defined normal
orientation in the core and tangential orientation at the interface could be useful for
connecting weakly segregated orientation profiles to intermediate segregation. The
dependence of segment orientation on the block length suggests that their magnitude
is relatively small. Developing an understanding about how susceptible the local
orientations, both overall and in different sub-domains, are to thermal fluctuations,
explicit segment orientation interactions, and other external fields is an important
extension of the current work.
Chapter 5 Developing an intuitive and quantitative understanding of chain orien-
tation in known geometries will be essential to charting their behavior in new, hereto-
fore unknown, mesochiral morphologies. Our results show that the overall symmetry
of the morphology can be broken by increasing the composition of one of the end
blocks at the expense of the other, this induces chirality in the matrix phase which
is otherwise achiral. This prediction suggests that by placing a chiral block as the
end-block of a polymer with adjacent blocks in a linear triblock of high immiscibility
will produce. At extremely large chiral end-block composition, it might even be pos-
sible to form a single-network gyroid morphology which would be the first example of
self assembling single gyroid network, which has been identified with the structural
color of butterfly wings [], and is a current target of synthetic chiral metamaterial
design []. Alternatively, placement of the chiral block at the centre of the triblock
could provide the matrix phase the ability to mirror the handedness of the chiral
block. Higher segmental twist in non-cubic gyroid networks suggests that chiral BCP
phases could form non-cubic networks or achiral diamond networks could transition
to chiral gyroid via a tetrahedral or orthorhombic gyroidcell route. Our analysis of
chiral textures in achiral melts is geared towards understanding the mechanism of
chirality transfer due to cholesteric order threaded on the intra-domain scale. Does
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molecular chirality compete or work in harmony with the extrinsic chirality due to
chiral domains? The chiral nematic oSCF theory will be a quantitative, predictive
model to study the chiral BCP phase diagram and dependence of chirality transfer
on morphology of the melt.
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APPENDIX A
ORIENTATION ORDER PARAMETERS FROM
FLEXIBLE CHAIN BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Before discussing the segment orientation profiles, I will briefly derive the rela-
tionship between segment order parameters, both vectorial p(x) and tensorial Q(x),
and segment-distribution functions, q±(x), based on the freely-jointed chain model
for a polymer chain, subject to the spatially varying chemical potential w(n,x) for
type-α segments. We focus the discussion on the freely-jointed chain model, in which
chains have segments of fixed length a, although we show below that the polar and
nematic order parameters can be suitably derived from other flexible chain models
based on gradients of chain distributions.
For a freely-jointed chain, the transfer probability of the nth segment of the chain
from x to x′ is
s(n; x,x′) = M−1e−w(n,x¯)δ
(|x− x′| − a) (A.1)
where we take the chemical potential to act on the mid-point x¯ = (x + x′)/2 of the
segment and M = 4pia2 normalizes the probability in the absence of field. Here, we
explicitly consider the limit of N  1 such that segment size a becomes vanishingly
small for fixed mean-square random chain size, aN1/2. Similarly, this assumes χ 1
such that χN is finite. The probability distribution P (n; x, rˆ) of the nth segment of
the chain at x with orientation rˆ is then,
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P (n; x, rˆ) =
1
MZ q

















−(n,x) + q−(n,x)∂i∂jq+(n,x)− 2∂iq+(n,x)∂jq−(n,x)
]}
(A.2)
where we retain terms up to second order in rˆ and drop contributions proportional
to w(x) and ∂q/∂n which are of order χ 1.
The polar order parameter is simply the first moment of this distribution at x














− − q−∂iq+), (A.3)
where we used
∫
d2rˆ rˆirˆj = δij/3. Likewise, the nematic order parameter tensor


























q+∇2q− + q−∇2q+ − 2(∇q+) · (∇q−)]) (A.4)
where we used additionally
∫
d2rˆ rˆirˆj rˆkrˆ` =
1
15
(δijδk` + δikδj` + δi`δjk).
Now we show that a suitable generalization of orientational order parameters may
be derived based on another typical model for flexible chain block copolymers, the
Gaussian chain model [38]. Here, we consider an infinitesimal span of chain of Nδs
segments, with transfer probability,
s˜(s; x,x′) = M˜−1e−δsw(n,x¯)e−3|x−x
′|2/(2a2Nδs), (A.5)
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where the chemical potential to act on the mid-point x¯ = (x + x′)/2 of the segment
and M˜ = (Na2δs/2pi)3/2 (here tildes denote quantities defined for the Gaussian chain
model). In this case the probability distribution of the sth section of the chain with
extension δr is (in the δs→ 0 limit),























While the length of the extension (or “stretch”) δr is not fixed in the Gaussian chain
model, we can generalize the unit vector orientations as the mean orientation of the
span δs, or rˆ → δr/(aNδs). The polar order parameter, p˜i, of for the Gaussian chain
model is then















− − q−∂iq+), (A.7)
which is identical to the expression in eq. (A.3) because the second-moment of seg-
ment lengths in Gaussian chain and freely-jointed chain models are identical (for a
given Kuhn length). For the nematic order parameter a slight modification for the
























− + q−∂i∂jq+ − ∂iq+∂jq−
− ∂iq−∂jq+ − δij
3
[
q+∇2q− + q−∇2q+ − 2(∇q+) · (∇q−)]), (A.8)
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δikδj` + δi`δjk). Thus, the fluctuation of bond lengths leads to an expression for ne-
matic order parameter that is 5/3 times larger for the Gaussian chain model compared
to the freely-jointed chain model, but otherwise identical in terms of gradients of q±.
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APPENDIX B
MD SIMULATION AND ORDER PARAMETER
ANALYSIS
B.1 Simulation Details
For both lamellar and cylindrical phases, we use a simple Kremer-Grest bead-
spring model [200] where the following finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE)









where a spring constant of k = 30/σ2 and maximum length of R0 = 1.5σ are used
















if r ≤ rc
0 if r > rc
(B.2)
which is the standard LJ potential cut off and shifted to 0 at rc = 2
1/6σ. ij is the
interaction strength between monomers i and j, which is equal for like monomers
(AA = BB = ) but increased for unlike monomers (AB > ) to match with consid-
ered χ values. σij is the length scale of interaction between i and j monomers, and all
monomer sizes equal (σAA = σBB = σAB = σ). All monomers have unit mass (1.0m).
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and ρ is the monomer number density. The
intermolecular g(r) is directly obtained from a simulation of homopolymer melt with
chain length N of 100 beads. The first-order approximation thus obtained is χ =
0.66(AB/− 1).
A Langevin thermostat with damping parameter 1.0τ (the reduced unit of time
τ = σ(m/)1/2) is used to keep the reduced temperature T = /kB. Simulations
are performed in the open source molecular dynamics (MD) package LAMMPS with
timestep 0.0115τ and periodic boundary conditions.
We create linear AB diblock chains with the fraction of A monomers being 0.5
for lamellae and 0.25 for cylinders. The simulations of both structures are started
from initially phase separated configurations. The initialization of lamellae follows
the procedure described in Ref. [201]. We have 1600 polymers equally distributed in
4 lamellar layers for three different chain lengths: N=100, 200, and 400, each of which
is simulated at 4 χN values: 50, 80, 120, and 200. For cylindrical structures, we use
a similar approach of initialization of random walks on either side of the cylindrical
interface, creating 12 cylinders parallel to the z axis (the cross section contains 3
repeats of the shorter side of the rectangular unit cell in the x direction and 2 of the
longer sides in y) where each cylinder contains the A monomers of 200 polymers. The
initial total monomer number density and interfacial coverage density for cylinders
are 0.85σ−3 and 0.12σ−3, respectively. We consider only one system at χN =200 with
N = 100 for the cylindrical structure. The table below shows AB values used in our









































































































































Figure B.1. Scaled compositional, vector, and tensor order parameters for A
monomers of lamellae for three different chain lengths (N = 100, 200, 400) at χN =
(a,b) 50, (c,d) 80, (e,f) 120, and (g,h) 200. L0 is the lamellar spacing.
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χN N=100 N=200 N=400
50 1.7576 1.3788 1.1894
80 2.2121 1.6061 1.3030
120 2.8182 1.9091 1.4545
200 4.0303 2.5152 1.7576
Before switching on the intermolecular LJ interactions, monomers that may be





for r < rc , where rc = 2
1/6σ and A linearly increases from 0 to 250
for 57.5τ . The system is simulated using a Nose´-Hoover barostat to keep the pressure
5σ−3, which gives the density approximately 0.85σ−3 for analogous homopolymer
melts, with a damping parameter of 10τ . The x and y box lengths are constrained to
be equal (barostatting in those directions is coupled) for lamellae, while the z direc-
tion can independently adjust, to create the proper lamellar domain spacing. The box
lengths are not constrained in any direction for cylinders. During the equilibration of
lamellar systems of N = 400, a double-bridging algorithm is employed to allow chain
crossing (and faster equilibration), wherein close enough bonds are allowed to swap
under the Boltzmann acceptance criterion. The bond swapping criterion is applied
for two bonds on the same site from different polymers (the bonds are labeled from
1 to N − 1 from the end of A blocks to the end of B blocks) if their distance is less
than 1.3σ, and such test occurs for 50% of bond pairs every 0.115τ . All systems are
equilibrated for 345,000-391,000τ and during this time, box sizes, total number den-
sity, polymers’ mean-squared end-to-end distance 〈R2ee〉, and polymers’ mean-squared
radius of gyration 〈R2g〉 are monitored. The initial microphase separated structures
are conserved throughout our equilibration time and all of the monitored structural
properties settle to be close to their final values within 57,500τ for N = 100 and
230,000τ for N = 200, 400 for all χN values. The main simulations, from which the
order parameters are calculated, were run for 46,000τ for N=100 and 200, and for
115,000τ for N=400 without the bond-bridging algorithm.
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B.2 Analysis of Order Parameters
The compositional order parameter for A monomers is defined in MD as follows:
φAMD(z or r) =
∑
α∈A ρrˆα(z or r)∑
α∈all ρrˆα(z or r)
(B.4)
where z is for lamellae binned in z direction whereas r is for cylinders binned in
radial direction from the center of cylinders. We have 40 bins across a lamellar
layer and 20 bins for a cylinder from the center to the shorter length of the cross
section’s rectangular unit cell (D). We collected radially averaged data for cylinders for
improved statistics (rather than, for instance, considering a narrow region along the
shortest lines connecting nearest neighbor cylinders); note that data is not collected
in the interstitial regions further than D from any cylinder center. rˆα is an α-α
bond vector (α is A- or B-type bead) and defined to direct inward to the AB bonds
from each end of polymers and ρrˆα(z or r) is the number density of rˆα in the bin.
For lamellae, coordinates are relative to an averaged center of mass point of the A
layers obtained by conceptually overlapping the 4 layers in the box. For cylinders,
the coordinates are relative to the nearby cylinder’s center of mass point, calculated
separately for each cylinder (distinguished by a cluster analysis). Bond vectors are
assigned to local bins by their midpoint locations. All of the order parameter profiles
as a function of r are averaged for the 12 cylinders. We note that polymers do not cross
from one cylinder to the other during our simulation time, which is not surprising for
this high value of χN (200), thus the cluster analysis does not have to be updated
for each configuration.
The polar (vector) order parameter is
pAMD(z or r) =
∑
α∈A rˆα/Vz or r∑
α∈all ρrˆα(z or r)
(B.5)
where Vz or r is the bin volume. For lamellae, the perpendicular vector order parameter








































































































Figure B.2. Scaled compositional, vector, and tensor order parameters for (a,b) A
and (c,d) B for N = 100 and χ = 2.
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considering the z coordinates of the bond vectors. For cylinders, we project the bond
vectors onto three different vectors, one of which is perpendicular to the cylinder (pAr
is the radial unit vector connecting the center of cylinder to the midpoint of a bond)
and two of which are parallel to the cylinder (pAz , the unit vector of z axis and p
A
θ ,
tangential unit vector obtained from the radial unit vector).
The nematic (tensor) order parameter is
QAMD,ij(z or r) =
∑
α∈A[(rˆα)i(rˆα)j − δij/3]/Vz or r∑
α∈all ρrˆα(z or r)
(B.6)









MD,yy)/2. The configurations were saved every 115τ during
equilibration and main simulation times for all systems; both compositional and vector
order parameters are averaged for the last 100 configurations of the main run while
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